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Clinton, Gingrich meeting cordial
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
CLAREMONT, N.H. (AP) —
President Clinton and House
Speaker Newt Gingrich are promising to press ahead with an
agreement that arose unexpectedly from the most cordial of showdowns: a blue-ribbon commission
to study lobbying and campaign
finance reform.
In the gentlest of exchanges
and an avalanche of words, Clinton and Gingrich debated their
differing views Sunday on a host
of issues — from Medicare and a
balanced budget to U.S. participation in the United Nations.
Gingrich, R-Ga., called Sunday's
hour-long dialogue outside a
senior citizen center "a historic
moment."
For the most part, the tone of
their joint appearance in the firstin-the-nation primary state was so
cordial it was hard to realize that
the Democratic president and the
conservative Republican House
speaker are sharply at odds on
many issues.
But they covered their disagreements with soft words and
took many opportunities to praise
each other. Even so, Gingrich
later conceded to reporters that at

BILL CLINTON
several points he had to "bite my
tongue."
Gingrich — who insists he is
not campaigning for president —
came away from the showdown
appearing disciplined and pleasant, not at all the hothead extremist that Democrats have painted
him.
And Clinton made no missteps,
settling into the easy town-hall
type of delivery that he has often
used, both as a candidate and as
president. The performance eased
concerns among some White
House staffers that Clinton's

sharing a platform with Gingrich
had been a political
miscalculation.
If there were any losers, it may
have been the field of GOP presidential candidates — all of
whom were upstaged by noncandidate Gingrich.
'The two faced off on a platform in a wooded setting at a
picnic at the Earl Bourdon Senior
Center before a crowd of about
250 senior citizens.
Clinton moved quickly to highlight their differences on Medicare, a timely issue, given the
number of elderly in the
audience.
He took aim at GOP plans to
reduce Medicare growth by
roughly $300 billion in seven
years and voiced opposition to
the large GOP tax cut the House
has passed.
"I'd say let's cut it (Medicare)
as little as possible until we know
how much we can save. If we
lock ourselves into a tax cut ...
then we end up not funding it
(Medicare)," he said.
Gingrich, holding his own, said
Medicare's financial situation
was nearing a crisis point and
fast action was needed. He said
Republicans in their overhaul

NEWT GINGRICH
propose to increase spending for
it over the next seven years, but
not by as much as most Democrats favor.
The spending is "less than the

current projections. I'm not trying to kid anybody," ,Gingrich
said.
Clinton and Gingrich put aside
their differences votwn Gingrich
said he could accept a proposal
suggested, by a questioner for 3
blue-ribbon commission to stud)
lobbying and campaign-finance
reform. The questioner complained that "special interest

groups Nall) arc runsung the
country
Gmgrich•s agreement to the
sur
bipartisan panel seemed
prise Clinton. who has made lob
hying and political relom a part
In A heart
of his own agenda
beat. I accept,•' Clinton said And
they shook on the proposal
The two also disagreed. politely, on the U S role in the I. 'tiled
Nations Wingrich wants it
reduced; Clinton doesn'ti. on an
increase in the minimum wage
(Clinton is for it. Gingrich isn'ii.
and on thc president's pct nation
al service program. which Gingrich wants to dismantle
It was %cry low-key The on!)
barbs of the event were selset
ones cast by Clinton At one
point he suggested (iingrish was
good at getting attention with
-extreme statements.- a soften
tion (Iingrish suggested he agree
d with; and at another Clinton
poked fun of Clingrish•s steamy
soon-to-be-)ublished
nos el." 44 • w his h Senate
Majority Leader Rob Dole, It
Kan has criticiied
Vs hen Gingrich recalled sonic
thing he had written, in a &lie
rent book. Clinton laughed and
cracked: "Sen. Dole hasn•t g is en

nit' permission to read that hook
yet ••
Atte:ward. Chilton and
gri,ts shook hamls aril then
strolled through the ,rowd side
b) side
tiingriA told reporters "Peo
pie were surprised that, in fa I.
people who work in Mi ashington
.in as tually talk in a 11.15111C
was w ithout sontrontation
Clinton later %.11kI he arid Gin
grit h •'had a is 111/Ckl wa)
explaining what the dilferenses
are' between Demo,r a h and
Itepublr.ans
-I thought it w as a good thing
a good thing for AMC(IL J..
Chlittill said at a million dollar
fund raiser in Boston for Sen
SIJ“
John Kerry.
-This was not an c.en( with
hay
winners or losers,- said
tioue spokesman Mike NI,Cur
ry Ile said the low key. friendly
Is the relationship the
tone
two have- in IA ashmgton
And Gingri‘h spokesman Tony
Blank ley said that the discourse
showed that there arc '•much narrower differences between the
Iwo' on many issues

Mullins grabs reins
as CCHS band director

Farmers
begin
rebuilding

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Money, time and a shortage of
labor are among the worries of
Kentucky burley growers whose
barns were damaged or destroyed
by strong storms last month.
Gary Hamilton, extension
agent for Bath County's Cooperative Extension Office, estimates
at least 30 barns were totaled in
his county. He knows of only two
professional barn builders there.
Both are booked solid.
Although many farmers are
handy enough to build their own
barns, most are hard-pressed to
find enough workers to do the
day-to-day tasks.
"People are.on waiting lists to
try to build those barns," Hamilton said. "There's no way they
can build all those this summer."
John Tucker, a Fayette County
tobacco farmer whose barn was
severely damaged, isn't sure he'll
be able to rebuild in time for the
harvest. His neighbors have
agreed to lend him space to dry
his crop this fall if necessary.
"There's too much damage
and not enough builders to go
around," Tucker said.
Last month's storms caused an
estimated $19.5 million damage
to agricultural facilities in 25
counties, according to the state
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services. Requests
for federal funding and low-cost
loans for affected farmers are
pending.
Area lumber companies are
increasing their inventories in
anticipation of reconstruction
projects in the next few weeks.
"We're getting a supply of
longer logs in for rails and often." said Roble Wethingtou of
Watford & WethingSaa Lumber
Mills in Liberty. "We're cap:aim it."
Time is one of the critical fac-

Gary Mullins began his summer vacation with the title he has

held for nine years — director of
the Calloway County Middle
School band and assistant director of the Calloway County High
School band.
Less than two weeks later.
Mullins accepted the posiuon of
CCHS band director.
"I received a call from CCHS
Principal Jerry Ainley who asked
if I was interested in the position." Mullins said.
The CCHS position had been
occupied for the past 10 years by
Fred Ashby. who left in early
June to become band director at
Madisonville North Hopkins
High School.
"I was surprised," Mullins
said. "I worked with Fred for

nine years and I think we have
been a great team."
That team spirit fostered a special working arrangement
between the two band directors
Rather than operating two individual programs, they team taught
and operated the program
together.
"The young arid old students
had both of us." Mullins said. "I
hope to continue workintra•toul
program for sixth through 12th
graders."
Mullins said the ('CMS site based council is seeking a band
director and will make the decision for his replacement
"The job was posted June 2
and the sCar4. h process has
already begun." Mullins said "I
hope to continue working with a
total program and find someone
who can do the team teaching

"The two directors make the
program work, as well as the
great kids." he said
Mullins said he thinks the new
CCMS director should have sonic
experience and he committed to a
team effort

- We are interested in all the
kids." he said " I hey learn so
mush more than music lhey
learn cooperation and how to
depend on others "
Although the band students
typically don't perform very
often in the summer. Mullins said
the summer is estremely busy for
directors
"We arc busy planning for the
season," he said "Band is a toul
year-round program. not Just
something we do during football

Il See PIG' 2

Congress moves on $1 bill

JIM MAHANESA.sesofS Times photo

STAND-UP GUY: Ken Richmond of the group, The Nashville
Weather, played his stand-up bass at the Four Rivers Folk Festival
Saturday. The festival lasted two days and featured folk music and
arts and Grails demonstrations by traditions' cransaten.

By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press Writer
Ali
WASHINGTON (AP)
Khan peels greenbacks from a
thick wad to make change as tic
hawks shirts, shades and sun visors outside the Treasury. He'd
rather deal in dollar bills and
thinks a plan to replace them with
coins is a big clinker.
"If I had all these coins in my
pocket I wouldn't be able to
move," he says. "Coins are Just
trouble."

Plans to replace the SI bill
with a coin have floated around
Congress for years. but the idea
appears headed toward a vote this
time as part of Republican Icader•
ship plans to banish the buck to
save dollars and cut the deficit
But inside the Treasury
Department, government officials
argue against retiring old George
Washington, on the currency
since 1869
"This is another attempt to
force the American people to

accept something they've refrected
twice in the past 25 years," says
Mint Director Philip N Diehl.
who's afraid more SI coins will
end up in storage than stores
Remember the 1970s-era
Eisenhower dollar, a near

How about the
Susan B. Anthony' Minted in
1979, 300 million of them are
being stored by the government.
The Eisenhower was too bulky to

Waster - MC corn"

•Sea Page 2

Ticks, mosquitoes badger western Kentucky
OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
Officials in western Kentucky say
ticks, mosquitoes and other pests
WC in greater abundance this year
thanks to a mild winter and a wet
spring that left standing water.

-"It's the worst year I've seen
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for several years - four or five,
anyway," said David Adams, the
Green River District Health
Deparunent's duector of environmental services. "It's been so
wet and they've got so many

places to hatch their larvae."

Adams said mosquitoes seem
to be particularly bad in Henderson County. but Hancock and
Daviess counties also are logging
lots of complaints from resuknu
about the buzzing biters.
Hancock County Judge•

Executive Ralph Boling said his
office has had numerous requests
for spraying to reduce the abundant supply oUrnompilioes.
"TV rain's what brought them
in." he sai&
Late last week, the county.

along with the city of Lewisport
and the state Department at Agrl.
culture's pest control division,
spent a day around the Lewispon
area using logger's to try to on..
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The bole girl saved the day
While she stayed in the car. the
girl told emergency operators that
her mother was locked in the
trunk and gave them WMc impor•
unt slues She could see airp-

season. We have worked for a
total music instrumental program
And I want to continue It.Mullins said there are about 75
hand students on the high school
lesel and 135 on the middle
school level.
"When you get to work with
the same kids for six years, it is
son of like being in a family."
Mullins said. "Fred was a terrific
person to work with and with his

•Honk it baby. you
jest keep hosh;" she said. — I
dual think I could have lasted
mach longer. It was jest so hot."
The gunman had sneaked into
the unlocked car Friday afternoon
when Ms Graves stopped to buy
cigarettes. When mother and
daughter got back IMO the car,
the man emerged from the beck
He robbed Ms. Graves of an
undetermined amount of money,

Ms. Graves, who did not want
to identify her daughter, was just
glad to be alive.
"Well. I gave her her life and
she pve me mine," Ms. Graves
said of her daughter. "We've
been telling each other how we
outsmarted that man. She's a very
bright little girl."

expertise in brass and mine in
woodwinds, we had the best of
both worlds."
Through the team teaching
concept, Mullins said there was a
large amount of flexibility in the
program.
"We were able to divide the
band for special needs, which is
helpful when you have an ensemble with 17 or 18 different instruments," he said. "The team teaching helps address the needs of the
students and the program."

Taking on the director's role is
exciting for Mullins and he is
looking forward to the upcoming
year.
"It has been a lot of hard work
to build a band program." he
said. "Bands can't be created
overnight and it takes a continuing effort. We have kept building
and building.
"I have been extremely pleased
with our program," he said. "We
will have new uniforms for the
CCHS students and I am excited

about that.
"Our band parents really
believe in their kids and the students are responsible and dependable," Mullins said. "When you
have good people interested in
students, good things will
happen."
Prior to coming to the Calloway schools, Mullins served for
two years as band director at
Murray High School and two
years as band director at Murray
Middle School.

•Farmers...
FROM PAGE 1
tors, since the barns are needed to
cure the burley. Most tobacco
crops will he harvested in 90 to
100 dabs.
Money is also a factor.
The lumber used to build a
barn is longer than most typical
pieces, which increases the cost,
said Wethington.
Many farmers can't help but
wonder if it's worth putting all
that money into a business that
has a rather shaky future, Hamilton said.
'They've always got the

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick
8-5-4
Pick 4
5-5-5-6
Lotto
13-15-16-21-36-42

seat.

,1

for info. call 1-800-3654603
Sponsored by:

•Ticks...
uncertainty of the tobacco industry in the back of their minds,"
he said.
That's one of the reasons
experts are encouraging tobacco
growers to consider building
cheaper structures to dry their
burley. That way, they won't
have expensive barns sitting empty if the market bottoms out.
Gary Palmer. an extension
tobacco specialist at the University or Kentucky, said farmers can
save thousands of dollars by
building outdoor curing structures
instead of barns. For a curing
structure that can store tobacco'
from four acres, the construction
cost can be as much as S19,000
less than for a barn.
With these structures, tobacco
is hung over sticks and covered
with plastic. The covering can be
opened or closed to regulate the
amount of moisture.
Tom Hutchens, president of
Rickard Seed Co. Inc. in Clark
County, is looking at his options.
Instead of rebuilding the five
barns he lost in the storm, he's
only doing two. Outdoor curing
structures will dry the'rest of his
crop.
"They're much quicker to put
up," he said. "They actually
could be moved from farm to
farm if need be."

FROM PAGE 1
trol mosquitoes.
"My desk is covered with
requests," said Roger Basinger,
health environmentalist at the
Hancock County Health Center.
The rains, flooding and hot
temperatures all have contributed
to prime conditions for mosquitoes to multiply, he said.
The Lewisport area — where
the floodwaters have receded,
leaving behind little potholes of
water everywhere — seems to
have the worst concentration,
Basinger said. But many homeowners are complaining as well.
Stopped-up gutters, stagnant birdbaths and old tires create mosquito havens around homes, he
said.
In Daviess County, people also

Shell

Peoples Gold Members are Having FUN!

MURRAY

IMPERIAL TOMBS OF CHINA EXHIBITION AND GRACELAND (Home of Elvis
Prrsley)- MEMPHIS Thursday,June 22, we will leave Stewart Stadium at 7:30 a.m. First stop,
Peabody Hotel to we the ducks come down to the lobby Lunch at the DUX Restaurant also in the
Peabody After the tours the exhibition and Graceland we will proceed to the Old Country Store
at Casey Jones Village in Jackson,TN We will enjoy a Country Buffet with a choice of4 meats,8
vegetables, Krack lin Cornbread, and rolls, soup and salad bar, and drink. If you haven't been
here before. ),_Aa are in for a treat' If )ou have, you will agree'

Ledger &Times
1001 Whitnell Dr
Murray, KY 420f71

Price Per Perso n:$93.50 includes tran sportation,1 unch at the Peabody,ticketfor the tours
of the Imperial Tombs of China and Graceland, and dinner at the Old Country Store in
h. TN RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENT DUE BY JUNE 15.
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CORVETTE MUSEUM - BOWLING GREEN AND
ADSN1ORE-PRINCETON — Thursday, July 6

To roach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.

we will leave Stewart Stadium at 7 00 a m and have a continental breakfast. The Corvette
Museum is scheduled at 10 uo a m followed by a Deli Buffet Lunch at Mariah's. We will leave
How lingGreen around 1 00p m in order to tour Adsmore in Princeton at 3.00 p m.Our scheduled
arm al in Murray is ti ou p in This should be an interesting day trip for those of you who do not
care for an overnight trip The men can become young again as they see all the different models of
the Cor.ettes The ladies will be interested in stepping back in time at the Adsmore Museum
featuring the Victorian wedding of Selina Smith to Dr John Osborne
Price for the Trip: 5-19 per person includes transportation, continental breakfast on the
riKtorcuach, admission to the Corvette Museum and Adsmore, and lunch at Mariah's. The
completr. itinerary will be forthcoming RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENTS DUE BY
JUNE 19.
PEOPLES RANK DOES BRA.NSON July 17. IS, 19 & 20 Monday through Thursday). We will
depart from Stewart Stadium at 8 00 a in on Monday. July 17, and travel to Lamberts in
Sikeston, MO for lunch On to Branson where we will be staying at Branson Towers, a five star
hotel After dinner we start the shows there will be five in nIb Andy Williams Moon River
Theater. Hubby Vinton Glen Miller Orchestra, Shoji Tabuchi Theater, Lawrence Welk Theater,
and Tony Orlando Theater
Price Per Person: Single $558, Double $472, Triple $448, Quad $436. Includes:
Motorcoach,five shows, accommodations at a five star hotel, cancellation insurance, driver
gratuity, three breakfasts, two lunches, and three dinners. RESERVATIONS AND
PAYMENTS DUE BY JUNE 19.
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FROM PAGE 1
be popular and the "Susie B"
too closely resembled the quarter,
causing confusion. More importantly, Americans resisted change
and kept using paper dollars.
As a result, Rep. Jim Kolbe, RAriz., specified in his bill that the
greenback must be eliminated
with introduction of a coin — a
formula that has proven successful in other industrialized nations.
Americans who would rather
fight than switch will just have to
grumble instead.
"People will get used to it,"
said Kolbe, who comes from one
of the biggest copper-producing
states. "It's long overdue."
Australia, Canada, France,
Japan, Britain and Spain are
among countries that have
replaced small denomination bills
with coins in recent years.
Under Kolbe's proposal, the
dollar coin would be the same
size as the Susan B. Anthony —
a bit more than an inch in diameter, or 40 percent larger than the
quarter — and would be distinguished by a smooth edge and
gold color.
The Treasury would decide
who or what would grace the
gold. Otherwise, it would resemble the $I Canadian "loonie,"
unpopular when introduced but
now widely accepted; Canada
next year plans a $2 coin as well.
The House Banking subcommittee held a hearing on Kolbe's
bill and plans another on currency issues this summer under
Chairman Mike Castle, R-Dcl.
The former chairman, Rep. Joe
Kennedy, D-Mass., had refused
to hear the coin idea despite
stated support from 238 lawmakers last year.
Crane & Co., which makes
paper for America's currency, is
located in Kennedy's district, but
the congressman says he rejected
the proposal because he wasn't

The Hometown Bank
‘11.11141 Al •‘11•11R1t1111(
767-BANK 1226.5

•

SUBSCRIBE

KENTUCKY
COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK

PRICE FOR THE TR I P(per person):Single - $2199,Double.$1785,Triple -$1719. Eight
days, seven nights, 12 meals, airfare, motorcoach transfers., accommodations. Canadian
cities as listed above, cancellation insurance, baggage handling, and all gratuities plus
enjoying an outstanding vacation to one of the most beautiful areas in the world — the
incomparable Canadian Rockies. To make your reservations call Bill Boyd at 767-2265.
RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENTS DUE BY JUNE 19.

PeoplesBank

money or be popular.
Crane & Co. is behind "Save
the Greenback," a group formed
last year to fight attempts to eliminate $1 bills. Other members
include union printers and
machinists who have a stake in
the outcome.
On the other side, the Coin
Coalition includes such pro-coin
groups as the copper industry,
transit authorities, soft drink distributors, amusement parks, concessionaires and others that could
benefit.
Arguments for replacing the $1
bill with a coin include:
— Deficit-busting. Savings of
$395 million annually over 20
years, already part of GOP
budget resolutions. Coins cost 8
cents to mint, double the cost of
printing dollars. But coins last 30
years, compared to 18 months for
bills.
— Convenience. Coins are
easier for transportation agencies,
vending machines, pay phones,
parking meters and amusement
parks.
Arguments against minting a
dollar coin include:
— Unpopularity. Three opinion
polls last year showed that only
13 percent to 20 percent of the
public support replacing the $I
bill with a coin.
— Cost. Diehl says it could
take 30 months to get equipped to
mint the coins, not 18 months as
spelled out in the legislation. He
also doubts short-term savings,
saying start up could cost the
Mint S79 million.
— Avoidance. People could
turn to the $2 bill, requiring more
printing of the bicentennial issue
and leading to failure for the SI
coin.

-4 •

PeopLes Cold — Canadian Rockies Panorama
August 12 through August 19 — 8 Days, 7 Nights, 12 !leas

CALL BILL BOYD AT
767-2265
FOR RESERVATIONS
ON ANY OF THE
ABOVE TRIPS.

are being bugged. Daviess County Judge-Executive Buzz Norris
said this is the best breeding season ever for mosquitoes, and
county government has requested
that the state agriculture department bring in a plane to fog areas
around Panther Creek and major
ditches. Norris expects that to be
done early this week.
The insecticides being used in
the loggers are specifically
designed to kill ticks and mosquitoes, Basinger said, and should
not harm plants or other insects.
Ticks, a perennial summer
problem, also are being reported
in abundance this year.
"There was no winter to take
care of them," Basinger said.
"Also, there's a lot of deer and
coyote in the county coming into
yards and leaving behind ticks."

•Congress... satisfied the change would save

Walk *MI Us July 1 in hturTay

join Our C•mpaign for Healthier Babies

told her ID drive to the airport
and kicked ha in the trunk before
escaping.

lases and sky. according to 911
inascripts.
The operason called Tamps
laseruatsoual Airport police. who
searched the top floor of the airport parking garage where the car
was parked.
Operators told the gal to honk
the kora, lielpsag police find the
car and free Ms. Graves The girl
a not usually allowed to honk.
Ms Graves said.
"But when she started, I was

•Mullins...
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Toddler uses phone to save mother
TAMPA. Fla (AP) — Sight
before am armed robber Imbed
Mary Graves in the swelteriag
trunk of ha car. she dialed 911
00 her cellular phone and slipped
ii to her 3-year-old daughter
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Was Young Lady Named Bess,

In a Sad State 01 Panic and Stress,

She'd Looked Far and Wide,
But Couldn't Decide
Came Here — and She
Got It for Less'

Then
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The Murray Sum University/
Community UMW'Bead will give
its fest perf011111111Ct 4:11 the 1995
Summer Season on Tuesday. hat
13 a 7 p.m on the lawn in front of
Loves Audatonum on the Murray
State Campus
in the event a rain, the concert
will be moved inside Lovett Audilomat
The concert will feature band
music ranging from traditional
Sousa marches. to show times to
folk favorites Opening the concert
will be "Variauon Overture" by
Clifton Williams. A tonna faculty
member at the University of Kentucky. Williams'compositions have
been 'audience favontes for years."
stand conductor of the ensemble
and Director of Bands at Murray
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bons othaposer Pest, Grautger tot
'
lows esuded. "ttanest
The tins of two Sousa atan hes is
nest entitled. "Hands A.MSS the
Sea" nod represents 'Sousa s lose
fur taking his band and louring
overseas around the turn of the
cenwry." noted Johnson The man h
is followed by "Highlights from
The Music Man." arranged by
Alfred Reed This olkition of
tunes from the Iasoote mussual will
hopefully whet the audiences mere
we to we the fnu.6.41 now running
at The Plashousc In The Park'
noted Johnson
Noted band (Imposer CLsre
Grundrnan is represented next with
his classic. "Fanuss on Amenian
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FOR FAIR R'S DAY _

P3 and P4 students who distinguished themselves by earning $75 or more for
Math-a-Thon Include: back row-Jeremiah Voyles, Carrie Radke, Chartsit
Young, Amanda Enoch, Katy Waggoner,Stephen Parker and Austin Cohoon;
front row-Cindy Blalock, Alison Enoch, Christopher Crafton, Taylor Hourson,
Zachary Davis, Shanna Gibson, Breanna Volp, Elizabeth Bogel-AlibrItten.
Bogel-Alibritten earned the top amount In the school with a total of $226.
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P1 and P2 students who distinguished themselves by earning $75 or more for
the Math-a-Thon include: back row-Anthony AlbrItten, Brandy Wilbum, Torte
Garland, Paul Friedrich, Katie Paschall, and Elijah KingIns; front row-Aaron
Wilson, Wesley Smith, Sarah Doran, and Charde Hudspeth.
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Math-a-Thon raises a new
record for St. Jude hospital
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Each year the students at Murray
Elementary School participate in
the St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital's Math-a-Thon.
The children obtain sponsors
who pledge money for each math
problem completed in an ability
appropriate math booklet. This year
the Primary ‘1 through 4 children
earned a new record-setting amount
— $6,443.92.
St. Jude's Hospital is the largest
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childhood cancer research center in
the world and has provided care for
many local children including Kellie Williams, a forma Murray
Elementary student, in whose memory the donation is made each year.
Coordinators Tonda Thomas and
Debbie Miller express their deep
appreciation to every student, parent and community member who
continue to support the Math-aMon.
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The 6.09°Ah Rock Solid CD That Keeps Your Money Liquid.
UtLITT.D
Looking for an investment that offers a solid return but doesn't tie up your funds/ Invest in
Quicksilver — the 6 month Liquid CD from United Commonwealth Bank. For a =tumuli deposit

of S5,000, you'll earn 6.09% Annual Percentage Yield. Yet with Quicksilver, you also have a
one-time option after the first 6 days to cash your CD early —without a penalty Tocatch a CD this
fast, you have to be quick: this rate is only in effect from June 7 to June 21, so call or come in today.
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Wilkinson fires
a few parting
shots in book
OR'S
— This is the last of three analyses reviewing •• I 04J ('an't Do That, Governor." the book by former Gos.
It
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
As 5...w 4'44 Press Writer
•

Fit VsKFORT. Ky (AP) — There is a continuing contradiction
in VjLe,,e V• IlkinSOrl'S book. "You Can't Do That. Governor"
thi the one hand, he complains that.far too much of the attention
given his administration was on the conflicts he had — with legislators. educators, newspaper editors, reporters and others almost
to numerous to mention
t in OW other, an entire chapter is dedicated to "The Politics of
And Wilkinson defends the practice:
i torn a rra.t,,.11 stanJpoint. I really had no other option than to
open political warfare with the legislature."
.s!.J
I wanted to aeate the greatest amount of tension

{:
L.•

th;s. '•Even though my confrontauorial style was deliberate
asions. without question there were other umes when 1
A ••
gave the media a basis for portraying me as confronta.:
:n Were was no intent to be"
• rh.lusion "From my perspective, it was a very successful
r.

Flag burning and waving
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
was yesterday•s issue, and now
11.21ZSPECTIVE ON
flag burning is back, with congressional Republicans seeking a
ban that would send a popular
message. and one that could
become a political headache for
Walter Mears
Democrats.
Approval would take twoAssociated Press columnist
thirds voles, but with or without
the margins to approve a consti- they also mean to defend the
tutional amendment against flag Constitution against unwarranted
burning, the proposal, which changes. At a Senate hearing on
President Clinton opposes, is an Tuesday. Sen. Edward M. Kenemblem in itself.
nedy said the Constitution
And in a campaign setting, flag
shouldn't be a billboard for bumissues can be potent. There's a
sticker slogans.
reminder of that at the start of per
Clinton denounces desecration,
every House session, where the
opposes the amendment as a
Pledge of Allegiance has been but
move that would intrude on the
recited daily since it became a Bill
of Rights to deal with sometelling GOP issue in two presthing that isn't a real threat.
idential campaigns ago.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, chairman of
Thc flag burning amendment
Senate Judiciary Committee,
the
would permit Congress and the
said the president is wrong to say
states to enact laws against
that in order to protect the First
desecration, although its advoAmendment "we have to let
cates can cite only a half-dozen
desecrators trample on the flag."
little-noted episodes in a year.
Clinton didn't say that, but the
Neither that rarity nor intricate
law yerly arguments against the GOP translation illustrates his
problem.
measure have lessened the politiThe amendment, which would
cal punch of rallying for the flag.
have to be ratified by threeAdvocates say the amendment
quarters of the states if advocates
would reaffirm American stancan gain two-thirds votes in Condards and patriotic values.
gress. reads:
"It is a popular protest against
"The Congress and the states
the vulgarization of our society," shall have the
power to prohibit
said Rep. Henry Hyde, as the the physical
desecration of the
Republican majority of his House flag of the
United States."
Judiciary Committee approved
That's simple, straightforward
the amendment on a party line and seeks to forbid behavior senvote Wednesday.
sible people find intolerable. The
Democrats insist they are no opposition case takes more explaless devoted to the flag, but that nation: The first change ever

POLITICS

made affecting the Bill of Rights
would be a dangerous precedent,
and there could be legal chaos
over exactly what is banned.
The revived issue stems from
Supreme Court rulings in 1989
and 1990 overturning laws that
made flag burning a crime, as
inconsistent with the First
Amendment. And all of that was
triggered by one leftist demonstrator, arrested for burning an
American flag outside the Republican National Convention in
Dallas in 1984.
After the court ruling, Congress tried to ban flag burning,
but a flag protection amendment
was short of the two-thirds votes
it needed. Democratic leaders
opposed the amendment, but
found a way to the safe side of
the issue by advocating a law
against flag burning that took
only an easily gained majority.
The court ruling had made clear
that a law wouldn't stand up. It
didn't. Passed overwhelmingly, it
was overturned, too.
There's been no outbreak of
flag burning in the five years
since, said Assistant Atty. Gen.
Walter Dellinger, only "a few
isolated instances, immediately
and roundly condemned."

William Detweiler, national
commander of The American
Legion, said the numbers don't
matter, that the amendment is a
matter of reinstating values and
respect. standards another advocate said are being trashed these
days.
There's a coalition of patriotic
and civic organizations pushing
the amendment. Forty-nine state
legislatures have passed varying
resolutions supporting flag protection laws. When pollsters ask,
an overwhelming majority of
Americans say they're for it.
So it's back on the agenda, for
Congress and probably for the
campaign. Flag-waving rallies
were a fixture of George Bush's
winning campaign in 1988, when
Democrats underestimated the
power of the issue. Gov. Michael
Dukakis was the Democratic
nominee; he'd once vetoed a bill
requiring the Massachusetts
schoolteachers lead pupils in the
Pledge of Allegiance, and Bush
never let up on his criticism.
It seemed no more than a
diversion, one the Democrats
didn't deem serious at first, but it
became part of the Dukakis
problem.
And even if the solution is bigger than the flag burning problem
now, the lesson is that it's not an
issue to be underestimated.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

•
v.ist of Wilktnson's conflicts were with the legislature. and
ully its leadership, whi‘h he accuses of being power hungry,
shorlstghted. petty and far more interested in their own political
and well-being than any greater good of the
:1„,n wealth
legIslature was Just as combative as I, although this fact
to he overlooked by my critics," Wilkinson said.
:he crux of Wilkinson's argument is that the legislature is pnn..itAy motivated by some ill-defined but consuming effort to grab
1-n...set in state government under the guise of legislative
ir.1.-pendence
"In its evolution toward greater freedom from the political influer,..: of a gosernot, the political posture of the legislature has
r7.,,sed from rebellion against the executise branch to a position of
f:..nanse and finally to dysfunction," Wilkinson said
h tIC he acknowledges his own interest in maintaining and
expanding executive prerogative — he blames his two immediate
preJecessors, Martha Layne Collins and John Y. Brown Jr. for
aowing it to deteriorate — he denigrates the legislature's own
a,rns
r ottrt I felt like I was in a gang fight over neighborhood
ilkinson said
Bit he also had a fascinaung observation on what might be the
torical root of the conflict between the legislative and executive
bran.hes
t..rt

' Perhaps some of the problem in Kentucky can be explained by
the tact that we traditionally have had in effect a one-party system.
In a lAk) party system political leaders debate philosophical differervsev, but in a one pan, system the politics is more personal than
phl:osorhic Intra-party politics replaces inter-party politics"
One scsuon of the book is titled, ''My foray into higher education " It was a bit more than that in practice Wilkinson had long
divdairieJ the higher education establishment Early in his admini•tration. he sailed university presidents "crybabies" for their
con•unt whining about money
lie acknowledged that his relationship with David Roselle, then
pre•iient of the University of Kentusky was "less than cordial
t!.pified for me the arrogance and insensitivity of many in
th.•
:ornmunit)
Sonic blame Wilkinson for helping
R,
out the door to the prcsidensy of the University of Dela%a rc Arthc he doesn't acknowledge it. Wilkinson makes it clear
he ..as r,ot .orii to see him go
Rose:1e s name is misspelled in the book It could use a good
pro. I read in general
ILt Vsilkinson had few good words for Charles Wethington,
Roselle's successor, a fellow Casey County native and the man
n
thought ilk inson hand-picked for the yob Wilkinson said
ezhington has been a disappointment because he has tried to
appease faculty at UK

•

%Munson, of course, appointed himself to the UK board of trustees, an action whi.h outraged many of the people he had been
tweaking during his four years in office He said that controversy
also overshadowed the points he wanted to make about the lack of
a.sountability among state universities and a host of other failings.
An entire chapter is dedicated to Wilkinson's accomplishments
in e‘onomic development, helping rural areas gain infrastructure
like roads and water treatment and especially his wife's efforts in
promoting high school equivalency diplomas for Kentucky's large
dropout population.
Not all of Wilkinson's recollections are pointed, or even particularly significant Some are humorous, "I am tuft that to the casual
observer it seemed like there were times when everybody was mad
about something," Wilkinson wrote "I was there and it certainly
seemed like that to me!"
His term from 1987 to 1991 was a momentous one.
And, as he relates in the book. "It was never boring.-
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Judgeships getting filled
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's judicial nominees
arc enjoying such smooth sailing
in the Republican-controlled
Senate that a toddler sat at the
witness table during his father's
confirmation hearing.
Cleveland judge Donald
Nugent's 2-year-old son wandered to the front of the room to
get a better view of the proceedings. Soon, the boy sat down at
the witness table as his father
was being questioned in cordial
tones by Sens. Spencer Abraham.
R-Mich., and Herb Kohl, D-Wis.
The scene couldn't have been
more unlike past stormy confirmauon battles. Anybody remember Robert Bork or Clarence
Thomas?
Abraham and Kohl were the
only Senate Judiciary Committee
members in attendance for
Nugent. And there were even
fewer reporters as the panel considered the nominations of
Nugent and three others 4or lifetime appointments to federal
•
judgeships.
An accommodating committee
staffer with a better vantage point
gathered cameras from family
members and served as a volunteer-phoeographer wink each of
the four judicial nominees
answered questions.
"We'd like to keep all these

ANALYSIS
hearings low key,'' Victoria
Radd, White House associate
counsel and a member of the
administration's judge-selection
team, said later. "By that stage,
90 percent of the work is done."
Although drawing some criticism from those who accuse him
of backing away from potentially
controversial appointments. Clinton is enjoying smooth sailing in
winning approval of his judicial
picks by 3 Republican-dominated
Senate.
Seventeen judicial nominations
have been confirmed this year.
and 19 others pending before the
Judiciary Committee appear free
of controversy.
"We're continuing to move
judicial nominations at a steady

But 43 other vacancies remain
in the 837-judge federal court
system, and no one is sure when
the confirmation carriage will
turn into a pumpkin as the presidential campaigns intensify.

pace," Radd reported.
The pace of Senate action is
largely dictated by the commitHome-state senators most often
tee's chairman, Sen. Orrin Hatch, play the key role in picking fedR-Utah. Since January, he's been
eral trial judges, and presidential
scheduling one hearing a month, politics may not have much effect
— each focusing on several trial
on that process.
court appointees and one appellate nominee.
The president, however, plays
This week's hearing moved
the key role in selecting appellate
Nugent, Houston lawyer Nancy
judges, whose courts serve multiFriedman Atlas and Denver attorstate circuits and whose jobs are
ney Wiley Daniel one step closer
considered more ideologically
to becoming federal trial judges.
sensitive. And as elections draw
It also put Carlos Lucero. an Alacloser, it becomes harder for his
mos*. Colo., lawyer, further on
nominees to get so much as a
track for membership on the
hearing if the opposition controls
Denver-based 10th U.S. Circuit
the Senate.
Court of Appeals.
Clinton filled more judgeships
The nominees are expected to
129 — in his lint two years
—
be approved by the committee
any president in history. But
than
and the full Senate.
his party controlled the Senate
then.

Just drop us a line ...

Readers and retidents are welcome and encouraged to express WO
opinions on our "Forum- page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be siencd by the writer. with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must nor be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doable-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
linut frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, &tray UAW
& Theses. P.O. Boa 1040, Motra/7' KY 42071.

The prospects for his third year
look good, but whether Republicans will be as accommodating to
his judicial selections in 1996 as
Democrats were to Bush's in
1992 remains to be seen.
EDITOR'S NOTE —
- Richard Caren covers the
Supreme Court and legal
affairs for The Associated
Press.
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JIMMY DAN HICKS

Hicks named
new assistant
Jimmy Dan Hicks has been
named the new Assistant County
Supervisor in the Murray Rural
Economic and Community Development Office (formerly Farmers
Administration) which
Home
serves the Calloway, Marshall and
Trigg County areas.
Hicks has worked in the Murray
office for the past two years as an
MSU Cooperative Education swdent. Son of Jimmy and Nell Wanda
Hicks of Fulton, Ky.,Jimmy Dan is
a 1994 graduate of Murray State
University with a degree in Agriculture Business/Economics.
He is looking forward to continue
serving the people in Calloway,
Marshall and Trigg County. The
RECD Office is located at 104 N.
5th St., Murray, or call 753-0162.
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Whether it's for grits or sna:k
food like corn chips, the food corn
industry in Kentucky will require
much more atienuon at the farmer
level in coming years.
The flip side is that farmers
willing to put in the extra effort at
management should find increasing
markets, said Charles Porkiest, a
researcher in cornbreeding with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Poneleit will explain just what
extra steps farmers need to take to
cash in on these increasing markets
to participants attending UK's Crops
Field Day of Diversified Agriculture July 20 at the Spindktop
Research Farm near Lexington.
'There is an increase of marketing corn as a specialty crop," PoneThat means certain
lest said.

will be used for specific
purposes. Food companies will
want a different variety for grits and
another for tortillas,'
He added, That means some
comparues may want farmers to
store their grain in separate bins by
variety instead of mixing them as
many Carmen do now. That's going
varieties

to increase Over Ullnt.-

These changes may not come in
the next year or two, he said, but the
trend toward specialized mart.eung
is beginning.
Farmers also wdl need to pay
more attention to their harvesting
practices than is required for growing feed corn, he said. Food corn
requires harvest at ideal moisture
content.
If the farmer harvests corn that's
too dry,it will cause shatter(kernels

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
agricultval import forecast for
the 1995 fiscal year was raised by
$1 billion, to $29.5 billion,
because of second-quarter gains
in imports of coffee, rubber, horticultural products, grains, feeds
and oilseeds.
The previous Agriculture
Department forecast was made in
February.
Coffee prices continue to outpace previous expectations, and
tight supplies are expected

WASHINGTON (AP) — Agriculture Department researchers
have discovered an organism that
could help keep grain in silos
from spoiling.
Silos hold corn, barley or alfalfa silage, the main Iced of the
nation's 9.8 million dairy cows.
Inside the sealed silos, the crops
ferment, which protects them
from yeasts and molds, said agri-

cultural engineer Richard E.
Muck of the Dairy Forage
Research Center in Madison,
But spoilage begins when the
silos are opened to feed animals
or to add more grain. Even with
good management, about 5 percent to 15 percent of a crop can
be spoiled by the growth of aerobic micro-organisms, Muck
said.

because of reduced harvests in
Latin America and Africa.
Despite a decrease in volume, the
department now expects coffee
imports to be worth $4 billion.
The forecast for 1995 rubber
imports was raised by S200 million, to $1.3 billion. Last year's
decline in Malaysian rubber production continues to drive up
world prices. Although the
amount of rubber imported
increased only marginally, the
value of imported rubber surged
60 percent to nearly S700 million

since October.
Vegetable imports are forecast
at $3 billion, up 51(X) million
from the previous forecast. Higher world prices pushed the forecast for wine and beer imports to
$2.2 billion. And the grain import
forecast was raised to $600 million because of higher-thanexpected imports of wheat, oats
and barley.
Rising consumption of vegetable oils boosted world prices for
oils and oilseeds.

Lower corn, wheat harvests
predicted because of weather
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department today
lowered its forecast of the
nation's winter wheat harvest and
its projection for the corn crop
because of weather problems
besetting the grain belt. Prices for
both crops were expected to rise
as a result.
In its second monthly report
based on field conditions, the
department pegged the wheat
harvest at 1.61 billion bushels,
down 2 percent from the May I
estimate and 3 percent from
1994.
Because rains and flooding in
the Midwest have delayed plantings and surely will depress
yields, the department projected a
corn crop of 7.9 billion bushels,
down 8 percent from the initial
May projection of 8.6 billion. If
realized, the harvest would fall
2.2 billion bushels from last
year's record crop.
The lowered corn projection
will mean an increase in soybeans, which can be planted later
as a last-minute replacement for
corn. Although as many as 1 million more acres may be planted in
soybeans than originally
expected, the department projects
lower yields. As a result, the
department projected a harvest of
2.21 billion bushels, compared
with a 2.2 billion bushel projection last month and 2.56 billion
bushels actually harvested last
year.
In its wheat report, the department lowered its estimates both
for yields and acres harvested.
Area for grant harvest wat put at
40.6 million acres. 100.000 below
the May 1 estimate. Much of the
decrease was I Montant where
graven plowed up their poor
winter crop and planted sprig
wheat.
Winter w(ityIdlds arc
expected to average 39.6 .111d1i011
bushels an acre. down 0.6 bushels

Poncleit. who has been insohcd
in food corn resc.u.h at UK sane
1979, measures yield. starch. prowin,oil and other cncfg, character •
isucs important to tood processing
One snack lomd produ.a in Ken
tucky currently buys its grain from
the Midwest
-There's no f C.1•011 we s Kentik
farmers) couldn t prosI& this
Ponelcit said But we must
provide the quality grain that the
company demands

Researchers find new way
to stop grain from spoiling

Agricultural department raises
forecast by one billion dollars

- Walter
rent and
;sodaled
ted on
nal poll1 years.

that break into &nutter pieces). but II
its harvested too wet, the kernel.
will crack. *halt causes in)ur) 10
the outer perwarp to pros Jr an
entrance for pathogens, he said
Malkn nias riot want to take
broken Coln •hid' nu y contain
pathogens and I ungi. Puncicit said

from last month and last year.
The harvest in Kansas, the
nation's top winter wheat producer, is expected to suffer a 14 percent drop to 374.5 million
bushels, compared with 433.2
million last year. Lingering cool,
wet weather has slowed the crop
in that state, hail recently
damaged crops in the western
part, and evidence of damage
from earlier freezes continues to
show.
Because lower production is
expected for both winter wheat
and this year's spring -planted
crop, supplies will also decrease
before the end of the marketing
year in May 1996, the department
said. As a result, the department
raised its projected season
average-price by 10 cents, meaning it could range from $3.35 to
$3.75 a bushel.
The department further lowered its estimate of corn supplies

1- ruin one third to half of all
dairy farmers use silage inosulants to speed up fernientation and
protect the grain.
"But the silage inoculants farmers buy do only one part of the
job that's required for total crop
protection — speed up fermentation," Muck said. "They don't
consistently reduce growth of
yeasts and molds when the silage
is exposed to air."
So Muck began studying alfalfa silage, which generally resists
spoilage better than corn, lie isolated an organism called Lactobacillus buchneri from resistant
alfalfa. In the presence of oxygen, L. buchncri converts lactic
acid to acetic acid, which inhibits
yeast and mold growth.
Muck believes adding the
organism to a commercial silage
inoculant will help preserve crops
even after the silo door is opened
The Agricultural Research Service will apply for a patent.
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as well. However, lower expected
domestic use and exports moderated the decline. Still, the projected price range for corn is up
15 cents on each end, to S2.45 to
$2.85 a bushel.
Lower year-end supplies will
also boost soybean prices 15
cents a bushel, to a projected
S5.25 to S5.25 a bushel.
Orange production is forecast
at 11.75 million tons for the
1994-1995 .season, up slightly
from the previous forecast and 14
percent above last season, the
department said.

The production falls just
81,000 tons below the record 0,11.83 million tons set by the
1979-1980 crop.
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A special thanks to Billy Joe Kingins and Jim Lamb for
their input in the design and implementation of this

Liquid Nitrogen Tobacco Side Dresser
This side dresser is a sale, easy-to-use, environmentally safe
method of side dressing tobacco.

We're proud to
offer this new
service to all our
local tobacco farmers. Give us a
call and we'll
tell you all
about it!

"It will pay you to check with us
first! Call us todayfor a quote."
onti Bowl

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency
102 N. 12th • 753 5842
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Hall-Workman wedding
vows to be said July 15

L
ulir.1
e JO'S DATEBOOK
......
Jo Burkeen

The wedding of Ants Christine Hall and Russell Howard Workman
ssitI be Saturday, July I. Isisis
The vous win be said at l0 p m in the Cathedral of St Andrew.
ittle Rog.l. Art
A rekepuon mill folio* at the Country Club of Link Rock
miss Hall is the daughter of Kw and Iktabse Hall and Ron and Judy
v.'ithers. all 01 North Little Mixt. Art
She as the granddaughter of Mr and Mrs Clarence Larwaster of
fort %nods. Art and the Jaw Mr arid Mrs Kw Hall of North Little
Kok t. Ark
Mr Workman is the win of Mali and C'artil Workman of L.awrenceburg and of Darlene Workman ot Lesinguin
He is the grandson of Mr and Mrs Harry Itancline of Farmington.
and 01 Mn %Irtie Workman Jordan of Murria and the late Otis
W (irk man
The hrtdc-cic‘t IS a May i944 graduate of Louisiana State Lniversity. Baton Rouge. la She is an as.Lountant for Deloitte & Toady.
ttP
The groom clett is a Ma'. 1Y'2 graduate of Miural. State Unibersi•
t% lie is an at‘ount rcrrc%cnutoc for Metro Valve & Pipe. Inc

Sutton is
recognized

Stephanie Sutton

All You Can Eat - $2.95•Adwe • s2.65-s

CUttz••%•
00.4.1f5 • 4 vogorabies • 2 Races • Roll • Dossen

• Eno.ma • Egg Roll • Rice • Sos.arn• &Pod Wing

Ho's Kitchen
1.4ory 641 S • Murray Ky • (502)753 37138 t502C53 5986
went • 6 am 2 pm S pm 10 pm
7 Days

CAC•
Cre
Ntke

Singles (SOS) plan meeting

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Leath of Mayfield announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Manbeth Leath, to Brent
Thomas Sisk. son of Tommy- Sisk of Hopkinsville and the late Sally
Sisk.
The bnde-elect, a 1991 graduate of Graves County High School,
Mayfield. as a 1995 graduate of Murray Slate University with a degree
in Elementary Education. She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
social soronty.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Christian County High School,
Hopkinsville, is a 1994 graduate of Murray State University with a
degree in Middle School Education. He is a member of Sigma Chi
SOCLII fraternity. Mr. Sisk is employed by Christian County Board of
Education.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 5, 1995, at 2:30 p.m.
at High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Club plans activities

Daily Chinese Dish - stary.ng $2.55

cro

Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 48th annual reunion dinner
at Calloway County High School Cafeteria on Saturday, June 17.
Visitation and talking with friends and former classmates will begin
at 6 p.m. with dinner to be served at 7 p.m. Drop-ins are welcome;
but if possible, make reservations by contacting Beuy Lou Hill, Rt.
4, Murray. Anyone who has ever auended Hazel School is invited;
and if you have any memorabilia, please bring it to share.

Leath and Sisk wedding
vows will be said Aug. 5

Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
•

Hazel reunion on June 17

Maribeth Leath
and Brent Thomas Sisk

Stephanie Sutton has been rec,ggroieJ for academic a:Nesement as a United States National
Honor Roll award winner by the
t rifled States Achievement
A.ade
Sutton shill appear in the
.scademy yearbook She past corn
pieced eighth grade at Calloway
Count Altddic Shoil. receibmg
a perfekt attendance award
She is the daughter and step
daughter of Larry and Annie
Gearheart and the daughter of
Clyde Sutton Sr of Hamilton.
kilo

•

Today Editor

Murray Country Club will have
special activities on Wednesday,
June 14.
An open luncheon for all members and guests will be served

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Vacation Bible School
"Awesome Adventures: God's Amazing Deeds"

June 12-16 • 9:30 a.m.-Noon
-Cookout - Friday, June 16 - 11:30 a.m.
-Classes For All Ages
Payne
•Nursery Provided
•
Coor• #1,0

Z

from noon to 2 p.m. The menu
will offer a choice of three plate
lunches with beverage and
dessert for $5 each. Reservations
are not necessary, but can be
made by calling 753-6113.
Ladies bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m.. Each one is asked to
make up own group.
Ladies golf will be played at 9
a.m. with Frances Hulse as hostess. Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Winners of play on Wednesday, May 31, have been released
by Evelyn Jones and Frances
Richey, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Stewart, first, lnus Orr and
Frances Hulse, second;
First flight - Freda Steely, lint.
Toni Hopson, second;
Second flight - Edith Garrison,
lint, Shirley Jenstrom, second;
Third flight - Rebecca Landolt,
first, Martha Sue Ryan. second;
Fourth flight - Barbara Gray,
first:
Low putts - Rowena Cullom.
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings at all of its stops during the month of June. Also available is a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Stop on Tuesday, June
13, will be at Puryear Community Center from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
On Wednesday. June 14, the express will be at Murray Post Office
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday. June 15. the
express will be at Uncle Joe's Store at Dover, Tenn., from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and at Bob's Corner at New Concord from 1 to 3 p.m.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 13 and 14, according to Sandy
Linn. youth services director for the library. Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
information call the library at 753-2288.

Parents Anonymous Monday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Monday, June 12. For more information call 753-0082.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, June 12, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, June 13, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Lillian Steele will lead the discussion on "Vacation From
Grief?" All interested persons are invited. This is a mutual self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal
Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Genealogical Society to meet Tuesday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, June
13, at 11 a.m. at the home of Jean Murdock. A picnic lunch will be
furnished. All members are urged to attend.

Fibromyalgia/CFIDS group to meet
Fibromyalgia/CFIDS Sufferers will meet Tuesday, June 13, at 6
p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library to form a
new support group. Sufferers are urged to come to share experiences
and any information they have pertaining to these disorders. Information will be available from the national Fibromyalgia Network.
For more information call 753-1161 or 436-2856, if no answer
please leave a message.

Calloway Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republican Executive Committee will meet
Monday, June 12, at 7 p.m. at Calloway.County Public Library. The
purpose will be to elect a Republican nominee for Calloway County
Clerk for the November general election. For information call Ron
Ball, 753-7117.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line has listed items needed for the food pantry to prepare
food sacks for clients. Needed are instant potatoes, powdered milk,
spaghetti noodles and sauce, and canned meats. The items may be
taken to the Need Line office on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
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All descendants of the late John Johnson Erwin and Sara Marie
Allison Erwin are invited to an Erwin reunion on Saturday, June 17,
at the home of Buren and Jo Erwin. For information and reservations
call Imogene Paschall, 492-8380 or Buren Erwin, 492-8493, by
Monday, June 12.

MHS Class of 1945 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1945 will have its 50-year reunion
on Saturday, Aug. 12. Addresses of all class members have been
obtained except that of Sidney McKee, son of the late Rev. S.C.
McKee, former pastor of First Presbyterian Church. Any one knowing this address is asked to call Eddie Shroat. 753-3018.
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 13.
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Mike Rumble, chaplain
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will be the speaker. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational. support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice.
474-8774.
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Calloway County Ptilittc oast'
events Anoka* Patens and Twos., 30
am . Siory Hour ¶030 am
HAMA EaprAss of Itharay-Cearaway
County Hospital/Punt'', Community
Center-1130 11 30 a m and 12 30.3
pm
Cardiac Support Group 10
a m /Board Room of MUrray -Calloway
County Hospital info,762-1170
Alzheimer's Disease Educational.
Support Grous4 30 pm iceleteria private dining room of lAaray-Calloway
County Hospital info:753-5561 or
762-1100
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7 30
a m -4 p m Ints753-0576
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Coffee Break/9 30 a m /Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 934
at 7 pm./First Presbyterian Church
Hardin TOPS Chapter/76 p m /Hardin
Library Intoll -527-7098
Murray Uons Club/6 30 p m 'Murray
Woman's Club House
Deater/semor activities/9 30 a m
Weeks Center/open 8 a m -4 p m ,trx
senior citizens activities, Shopping for
seniors, but call on Monday
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 p m 'for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/8 p m./Arnerican Legion Hail
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Murray.
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group:2 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Waters/Doran/Hayes Circle at
Holiday Inn. Quitters in social hall, Terrific Tuesday for ages 3-4/all 9 30
a.m.. Terrific Tuesday for ages 5-6/at
10:45 a.m.
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group 11/10 30 a m /Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/8 a.m.; Weigh to
Win/5:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

.Mon• 1:
Sumas, Ilsolllag Program stars
Cattotroy Courtly Pwal•c Lagar,
7S3-2/08
Colkosey Coisav Repubacen E Nieuwe Corwatisee 7 pfg% Cailsoway County PUblic Library
Popes/ Spring B•post Churds SOW
Schos4 30 p M
Grace Bapaisi Church Bible School%
m
Bethel UMW Methodist Church &Me
Sens:y.430 p m
Lodge 72$ of WOW4 pm /Log Cabin
Restaurant
North Calloway Elementary School
Sao based Decision Malting Counas5
pm
East Calloway Elementary School
Sit•-b•s•d Decision Making
Council:3 15 pm
Calloway County Fire Protection ()strict 2 at 7 p m at New Concord
station
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gas/7
p m /Pawls $
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 11,4 p m
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 630 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Sesquicentennial Committee/7 p m
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7 30
a m -4 p m Info/753-0576
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info/753-0082
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
AA and Al-Anon dosed discussion
meeting/8 p m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Unk) Support
Group/7 p m./Lourdes Hospital. Paducah Info/I-502-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky S•lf-H•lp Group/7
p.m./basement classroom. Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Tuesday, June 13
CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Support
Groups/5:30 p.m./Drallenville. Info/
753-1161 or 1-502-527-3784.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.
Cooperative Marketplace AD Bible
School/9 a.m./Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, sponsored by eight
churches.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
School/9:30 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
Schoo1/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 133 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p m /Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
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Tommy Kimbro Jr.,
fiance of Kimberly Renee Poole

Kimbro-Poole wedding
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Tommy Sr. and Judy Kimbro of Rt. 5. Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching mamage of their son, Tommy Kimbro
Jr., to Kimberly Renee Poole, daughter of Rob and Gad Poole of Rt.
4, Murray.
Mr. Kimbro is the grandson of Evelyn Duncan of Rt. 2. Murray.
Miss Poole is the granddaughter of Allen and Betty Jo Poole of Rt.
4, Murray, and of the late Roy and Gracie England of Murray.
The groom -elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed at Randy Thornton Heating tk Air Conditioning Co. of Murray, and is also a member of the DES Rescue Unit of
Murray and Calloway County.
The bride-elect, a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High Sshool,
is attending Murray State University. She is employed at HT Marketing Inc. of Murray.
The wedding will be Friday. June 23. 1995. at 6 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Rockets making believers
out of overmatched Magic
Hakeem, Clyde
taking control
in NBA Finals
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•
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Hakeem Olajuwon helped the Houston Rockets to a commanding 3-0 NBA Finals lead over the Orlando Magic
Sunday night with 31 points and 14 rebounds in a 106-103 win.

By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - Hakeem
Olajuwon can scarcely believe it,
much less figure it out. The Magic's Nick Anderson says Ws
story straight out of "Ripley's
Believe It or Not."
One more transcendent performance and the team that wasn't
supposed to be here will claim a
second straight NBA title. And
do it in the most convincing way
possible, with a sweep.
"This is beyond human explanation," said Hakeem Olajuwon,
whose 31 points and 14 rebounds
Sunday night carried the Houston
Rockets past Orlando 106-103
and within one victory of their
second straight NBA title.
"You have to have faith in
yourself. It just shows people you
don't worry about your regularseason record and believe in
yourself."
If Houston can complete its
odyssey from sixth playoff seed
to two-time champion, the explanation will be simple. The Rock-
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NBA Finals
All Times COT
Wednesday, June 14
Orlando at Houston, 8 p m.
Friday. June 18
Orlando at Houston, 8 p.m. if
necessary
Sunday, June 18
Houston at Orlando, 6:30 p m, if
necessary
Wednesday, June 21
Houston at Orlando, 8 p.m., if
necessary

ets have used experience and grit
to dominate the Magic, the
NBA's team of the future led by
its two players of the future, Shaquille O'Neal and Anfernee
• See Page 9
Hardaway.

Courageous Muster wins French Open
Chang's ride
ends in finals
By NESHA STARCEVIC
AP Spols

ning on as a kid, and watched
Chang's victory from a television
commentator's booth.
But he knew he'd be back.
And on Sunday. Muster beat
Chang to take the most coveted
clay -coun title, winning 7-5, 6-2,
6-4 on the center court of Roland
GaITOS

PARIS AP.
Six years ago.
his knee ‘rushcd hs a drunken
&ism Thomas Muster watched
l'•vear old Mk hael Chang *in
tbc French Open
Muster was unable u) play on
:tic soun he'd dreamed of win-

Muster's left knee was
damaged when a drunken driver
backed his car into him before
the final in Key Biscayne in
March 1989 He underwent
surgery to repair left-knee ligaments and returned to tennis six

months later.
But not in time for the that
year's French Open. Six years
later. Muster crowned the comeback from the career-threatening
injury.
"I always believed that I can
do it. And this proves that in
1989, if I hadn't had the accident.
I could have been in the top five.
And it's great that I can prove it
nen if it's six years later."
As part of his comeback drill,
Muster had a special chair
designed that held his left leg
aloft while he hit balls on a ten-

nis court.
"Tennis was my best therapy
because I was so frustrated and
depressed after the accident,"
Muster said Sunday. "But it's
history and I am not thinking
about it anymore."
When he fell on his back and
clenched his hands over his head
Sunday after his victory, Muster
had realized a childhood dream.
"When I was a kid 1 used to
dream of standing here and holding the cup.
"Every time I had a match
point in unimportant matches I

Dent ends long drought
Hale Irwin
makes debut
with Seniors
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NAS11‘11 I.E. Tenn )APi
Jim Dent has been the Senior
PC1A Tours longest hitter for the
past sc.cn 'ears He knows that
distimtion has its limits
"The only advanugc you have
is when you finish and you're the
winner.- he %aid "That's when
sour advanuge tomes You see
probably a different winner just

about every. week
Dent ended a year's drought
Sunday by winning the BellSouth
Senior Classic by two strokes
oser Bob Murphy. Dent shot a
4-under-par 68 and finished with
a 201 total, two strokes ahead of
Murphy. who closed with a 69
The Springhouse Golf Club
sourse had four par-5s, and Murphy said that gave Dent the edge
he needed to win
'1 played them four over. and
I think Jim played them an three
under lover two rounds)," Murphy said "That's a swing of
ccen shots
Dave Stockton had a 68 Sunda) and finished one stroke
behind Murphy

Hale Irwin, who Just turned 50
and was making his Senior Tour
debut, had a 69 and tied at 207
with Dave Hill. who closed with
a 66 after sharing the lead with
Dent for a while.
A 55-minute rain delay helped
Dent right himself after he
bogeyed No. 3, a par-3.
"It was perfect for mc," Dent
said "The first time I ever had a
rain delay that didn't bother me. I
knew it wouldn't rain out, so in
that delay I took a nap, went back
and played ... the next 15 holes
four under par."

used to think that's the match
point at Roland Garros."
Chang praised Muster's
consistency.
"It's a great accomplishment
to go from the beginning of the
clay-court season all the way to
here," Chang said. "That's
commendable."

Prewitt heads KHSAA Hall of Fame list
•

LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) - Al
Presto', who earned nine leuers
in football, basketball and track
at Lexington Henry Clay and
later coached the Blue Devils to
the state basketball title, is
among 17 new members into the
Dawahares•KIISAA Hall of Fame
announced today
The former high school coach
es. athletes and officuils will be
inducted March 12, 1996, *inns
cerenionses in Lexington.
Prewitt, an all-state selection in

football and basketball. led Henry
Clay to the state basketball tourney in 1952. He later returned to
his alms meter to coach basket'
ball, compiling a 654-237 record
and winning the state title in
1983
Other inductees
-Ken Barrett. a Fortner &Hoak football player and :accessfill coach at Russellville. In 36
years he has recorded 209 vectonts and won state odes in 1980,
1983 and 4990.

-Julius Berry, a former Lexington Dunbar basketball standout who scored more than 3,000
points in his career. He was
named "Star of Stars" in the
1959 Kentucky -Indiana all-star
game.
-Joe 0 Brown. an All-South
football player at Danville in
1934. He later coached at Owensboro from 1950-55 before serving
as superintendent from 195540.
-Jackie Cooper, who won
state tennis singles tides in 1960

and 1961 for Louisville St.
Xavier. He also won doubles
titles from 1959-61.
-Jack Goodman, who coached
basketball at Glendale and Lin
Hardin, taking teams to state
tourney in 1956 (Glendale) and
1964 (East Hardin) He later
served as athletic director at
Meade County for 28 years and
officiated in numerous sports.
-Mae Caudill-Hibbard, who
played first game on din court in
1923 for Manchester She led

McGwire
rips three
home runs
in A's win

By BEN WALKER
' AP Sports Writer
With Ken Griffey Jr. and
Mau Williams on the disabled
The women's final Saturday
list, it looked like baseball
saw Steffi Graf clinch her fourth
fans
could forget about anyone
French Open title and reclaim the
chasing home run records•this
No. I ranking with a 7-5, 4-6, 6-0
season.
victory.
Then up to the plate stepped
Mark McGwire.
McGwire hit three home
runs far over the Green Monster on Sunday, highlighting
the Oakland Athletics' 8-1 win
against Boston.
'
McGwire, who connected
twice Saturday at Fenway
Park, matched the major
league mark with five home
runs in consecutive games. He
is the 15th player to accomplish the feat, and the first to
do it twice in the American
League.
With 17 home runs,
McGwire leads the majors.
Even with a shortened season,
he's on a pace to hit 57 homers in 144 games; he would've
been on target for 64 home
runs if it been a normal,
162-game schedule.
"I saw the ball, I put throe
good swings on the ball, and
they left the park. That's' all
that matters to me," McGwire
said. "That, and the fact that
we won."
McGwire hit solo home runs
in his first three at-bats against
Zane Smith (1-2), who had not
allowed any homers previously
this season.
McGwire hit a 463-foot
drive in the second inning, hit
the light tower in left field in
Manchester to two state basketthe fourth and homered into
ball tournaments and was named
the screen in the sixth.
all-state in 1924 and 1926.
The third home run drew a
-Joel Horning, who coached
standing ovation from the Red
football, basketball baseball and
Sox fans. Given a chance to tie
track at Sturgis in Union County.
the big league record with four
His 1952 football team finished
homers in a game, he struck
10-1.
out swinging at a 3-2 pitch
-Bobby McGuire, a multifrom Mike Maddus in the
sport star at Hazard. He never
eighth and walked on four
lost a game as a pitcher for the
pitches from rookie Jeff HadBulldogs. He was an allson in the ninth.

Afook\,,

Hale Irwin made his PGA
Seniors debut in Nashville dila
week.

"The chemistry is great on this
team and we gelled at the right
time," swingman Mario Elie
said. "This team is really
together, and everybody really
believes in each other."
With the kind of help Olajuwon has been getting in this
series, how can anyone not
believe in the Rockets?
Even after Anderson hit two
clutch 3-pointers in the final 61
seconds, Houston held on down
the stretch and put itself in position to sweep.
"We always feel very comfortable in a close game at the end,"
Elie said. "Our execution has
been great throughout the playoffs and especially late in this
game. It's amazing they left our
guys open for the big shots."
Olajuwon kept Houston going
in the third quarter, but Robert,
Horry took over in the fourth;
scoring 11 of his 20 points in the
period. With 14.1 seconds left, he
found himself open on the left
wing and put up a 3-pointer that
made it 104-100.
"I've got that confidence now
to win a game, and I've got that
confidence to win a championship," Horry said.
After Horry's shot, Clyde
Drexler made I-of-2 free throws,
then watched in wonder as
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BRONCO LEAGUE
FRIDAY:
• Reopened Madly I Inglieh Femme 7 Mappens* Joey SAsereorilt 19
Charles Scam 119. Derek McCallum IS. Ben Coes* IS Josh Garland 111
JuSIMIs Holland 15. Mc& Plennersei IS WP--Diestend (Engash Fenn*
an
Atlitylna COidell ie. Justin lAsynard 28. lillchael Sew 18. Chad Cnes*
38. H
SATURDAY:
• Beene'S LauseAry II, Keppilud I (Boone s) anon Ashee 19 Rodney
Emerson 29. IS. Use Keleher 2•18. 28. 38. /*chisel Smith 15. Joey WO..
nisi IS. Andrew Parties 39. Jeremy Allbritton IS WP-Sonoth. Emerson Moo
pseud) Oren Mao, IS. JONA Garland 15. Kevin Mlles 18. Kyle BraddockIS
•Stokes a Asses. I, FOP I (Stokes) Aaron Cowan 38, 19. Adam Gleason
se Greg Wilson 2-15. Luke Dibble 2-15 (FOP) WS Moms 2 18
•Kreps,6, ProWesh I (Conersuation from 617)(Kroger) Chas* Stone 16.
Chris Felts 18. Brad Hendricks 2 29. Josh Sykes 2-18. Patrick Greer. 18
Derrick Sdsatler 18, WP-Hendrocks (ProWash) Evan Duvall 15. Ma'am
Vona, 2-18. Camay Smith 18

Sy MARRY ATKINS
AP Spans MR.,
DETROIT (AP) - Almost
Heaven' After an &Detect of 29
years. the Detroit Red Wings are
back in the NHL finals with a
chance to win their first Stanley
Cup championship in 40 years
Vyacheslav Kozlov's goal 225
into the second overtime period
Sunday night gave Detroit a 2-1
victory over Chicago. eliminating
the Blackhawks an the fifth game
of the Western Conference finals
"It feels unbelievable," said

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
• Peglial's C, Feye'e 4 (Pagliasa) Dylan Vali) 28. 2 18. Austin Swain 2 18.
Robby Hopkins 28. Brandon Stone 2 18. Yonne* Jones 2 18. John Lee
Fisher 38 18 (Faye's) Jacob Memey 18, Roost Jones 18. Sam Rogers 18
FRIDAY:
• Underhill Motors 17, Lee Marine 4 (Underhill) Edward Sous, 28, 2 113,
Tyler Harper 38. 18. Josh Burks 3 18. Clay Carmen 28. 18. Zack Reeder 2
18. Phillip Montgomery 2 18. Bobby Mitchell 2 IS. Justin Bawer 18. Tyler
Murdock 1B (Lee Marine) Drew Myatt 28. Chase Duncan 28. Josh Dunn 18.
Wes Claiborne 18

Report: Owners set to impose lockout
DALLAS (AP) - NBA owners will impose a lockout on
players after the Finals if no collective bargaining agreement
is reached, according to a report in The Dallas Morning
News.
The newspaper quoted unidentified NBA sources as saying
all clubs have been informed that a lockout will begin the
day the Finals conclude.
The directive states that while the league will conduct its
draft on June 28, all other business - summer camps,
trades, contract extensions and free-agent signings - will
stop.
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Detroit goaltender Mike Vernon
"We've worked - hard all season

The guys just stuck to the game
plan and kept working away This
v.as the result right here
We advanced to the finals,
that's what we•vc dreamed of and
that's what we wanted and it's

goal 'me
moments alter a shot by (*Imago
forsard hr Morphs had hit the
%masher behind %CIAO@
• • The WM was now to win.• •
Murphy said in the hushed Chi a
go dressing room "There's
s hard to
nothing more to say
We all thought we
swallow
would win But thes won it
They're a good hoskey club
Awls"s took a pass Isom Seises
Fedor°, and skated past defense
man ('hiss Chclios He put a good
lake on Chk.ago goaltender I
&Hour. who had been brilliant to
that point, then blasted the pu,k
between Bellours pads

COLLEGE BASEBALL

'As soon as the pti,k went
into the net, it tannbcd.Ateh hit

FROM PAGE 8
tournament selection in the 1947
state basketball tourney.
-Jackie Bearden-Mistler. who
scored 3,018 points an her basketball career at Dixie Heights. She
also was a standout volleyball
and softball player.
-Russell "Buddy" Roberts,
an outstanding football and
basketball player at Paris. He
later coached Powell County in
basketball, track and cross
country.
-Jack Story, who coached the
renowned Cuba Cubs to the 1952
state basketball title. He made a
total of five trips to the Sweet 16.

including three as coach of Mayfield, and had a career record of
478-172.
"Iledie" Thomason.
who compiled a 78-15 record at
Georgetown, where his team won
the mythical state football title in
1924. He recorded a 164-29
record in girls basketball and
took four teams to the state tourney, and had a 140-67 mark in
boys basketball.
--Dallas Thornton, a multisport standout at Louisville Male.
He earned all-state honors in
basketball in 1963 and 1964. He
later played 18 seasons for the
Harlem Globetrotters.

Eli/abeth Traharidt. a leader
in girls athletiss, her basketball
teams sompiled a Is 7.'' re.oid
She was the first leniale clested
to the KIISAA's hoard ol sontrol

William tiles, asiffer
basketball offiLial worked more
than 2,(*X) games. including four
state tournaments Ile .1% instru

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - Mark Kotsay's two homers and
five RBIs led Cal State-Fullerton to the College World Series
championship with an 11-5 win over Southern Cal.
The Titans (57-9) were the first top-seeded, No. 1-ranked
team to win the title since the NCAA began seeding teams
in 1988. CSF also became the sixth team since 1950 to go
through regionals and the CWS unbeaten. Fullerton was 4-0
in winning its third championship.
Sixth-seeded and second-ranked Southern Cal (49-21) lost
for only the second time in 13 championship games.
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Anderson, whose trey with 1:01
left pulled Orlando within two
points, hit a 28-footer with 2.2
seconds left to make it a twopoint game again.
"I was all over him, and when
he hit that three 1 just told him
great shot," said Drexler, who
had 25 points and 13 rebounds.
"I couldn't believe it went in."
The Magic immediately fouled
Sam Cassell, who missed the first
of his two foul shots. But Orlando's hopes ended when Anfernee
Hardaway's desperation 3-point
attempt missed the rim as time
expired.
It was tough from the beginning to the end," Olajuwon said.
"This was a true championship
game."
So full of youthful hope and
confidence when the series
started, Orlando was deflated
after the game.
"Maybe it should be on Ripley's 'Believe It Or Not,"
Anderson said. "I guess it's happening. It's reality."
By beating the Magic on Wednesday night, the Rockets would
become the first team to sweep
the finals since 1989, when
Detroit beat the Los Angeles
Lakers in four games to win the
first of two consecutive titles.
No team in NBA playoff history - in any round - has come
back from a 3-0 deficit. After the
final buzzer, Houston fans began
chanting, "Sweep! Sweep!"
Unlike Game 2, won 117-106
by Houston, this one was close
all the way. Orlando had a twopoint lead after one quarter,
Houston led by one at halftime
and the third quarter ended tied.
In all, the game was tied 16
times. The last time was with
7:29 left. when O'Neal converted
a three-point play after being
fouled by Olajuwon.
The Rockets then scored the
next five points, including Horry's two free throws with 5:14
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'It's tough to get this far and
not be able to go all the st.* 1•2
said (- his ago 'enter Denis
Sasard. who utired a first period
goal

Rovin,e 1.1elvm & Gerald Boyd

The Kentucky
Network

Low rates and
fast, fair service:
the perfect
combination.

I

The Insurance Center
of Murray
left to give Houston a 91-86 lead.
Elie's 3-pointer with 3:16 left
gave the Rockets a 96-90 lead,
but O'Neal, who led the Magic
with 28 points and 10 rebounds,
scored the next four before
Anderson's first 3-pointer pulled
Orlando to 100-98.
"It's not over yet," O'Neal
said. "We've gone down to the
wire in all the games. We've just
got to get that first win and go
from there. We can't give up just
yet."
Drexler rescued the Rockets
after Orlando pulled within two
points with 2:26 to go. He finished off a floor-length run with
a swooping jam that put Houston
ahead 98-94.
However, he was assessed a
technical after the dunk for
knocking the ball away. Dennis
Scott made the free throw and the
Magic were within three.
"You can see how much he
does on the fastbreak," Olajuwon
said of Drexler. "As a one-man
fastbreak, he creates so many
problems for the oppponents."
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Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save!

721

Stihl 029. $50
'Nuff Said.

HAIL DAMAGE

Off.
NM.

WIN.

,Farm ;
'32991 oss

Paintless
Hail Repair

Now Only

With 16' Bar

41,

*Save Time
*Most Insurance Claims
Accepted

*No Paint or Bondo Used
*Keep Your Original Factory
Finish
*Save Money

753-8355

901 Sycamore Murray

.1••55
••• •

The 029 Stihl Farm Bose

DENTS USA

'Great Saw For Chores Around Th• NW*, Farm or Ranch
•Smooth Running 33 Cu In Engine
.12.8 Lb. Pcrwerhead
•Anti-Vibration System For Comlort
•Sida-Accoss Chain Tensioning
•Illetinte Electronic Ignition Warranty

STIHL

753-0302
621-A South 3rd Street

Murray Home I Auto

(Behind D&T Food Market)

ilwray • Kectucky.

Chastiiut St.

753-4461
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The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for diesel fuel for the
Calloway County School District until 10:00
a m. on the 19th of June, 1995.

Pamper
yourself
with a set of acrylic
nails - only $25. Nail
technician, Sherry
James, is now at
Kut-N-Kurl.

Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain
the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the bidder, and the date and
time of bid opening.

NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
cOUNCIL. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
7, WIT

INVITATION
TO BID ON
COMPUTER
AND
EQUIPMENT

SECTION 1 For operation of the City of Morray General Fund
Ve.•nuesri te• amount of 13,357.965 with a fund balance of
400,0v0 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the
a•nount of 1.1,736.314 leaving a fund balance on June 30, 1996 in the
uet of $2.1.651

Calloway
The
County Board of
Education will be
accepting sealed
bids for the sale ofa
surplus IBM PS2
Model 30-286 computer and related
equipment. Specifications and bid
forms may be obtained at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road.
be
will
Bids
acepted until 1:00
19,
p.m., June
1995

,SECTION 2 For operat:on of the City of Murray Cemetery total
JIPt and transfers in the amount 0(.150,750 with a fund balance
$3.1.500 arc hereby appropnated for total expenditures in the
a-eoont of Ve.300 leasing a fund balance on June 30, 1996 in the
iolount of 125.950 .
SECTION 3 For operat:ons under the Municipal Aid Tax Fund
reyenues in the amount of 1204.000 with a fund balance of
I 75.i.r00 are hereby appropeated f r total expenditures in the amount
52!>5 000 :ris,
.-1r.g a fund balance on June 30, 1996 in the amount of
$
SECTION 4 For operaoons under the Local Government Eco- • r-. c
Fund total revenues in the amount of$2,650 with a
:to:.iece ,,1Se.Oeei are hereby approprtated for total expenditures
.7 g a fund tai:ance on June 30, 1996 in the amount of
$
:
SECTION 5 For operations under the Enhanced 911 Emergency
i• t. t.
•
:n the amount of 181,000 with•fund balance of
SC 1170. *-!*rt.y appropr,ated for total expenditures in the
• ,1 S 7 I
a fund balance on June 30, 1996 in the
a
•f
SECTION 6 F.,r operations under the Capital Debt Reserve Fund
t. ta, transfers i..f $ -0. are added to the existing fund balance of
$
a fund balance on June 30, 1996 in the amount of
S
—
SECTION 7 F,,r operations of the Sanitation, Transfer Station
• .1i'e 7, r
;,trage I) visions operating gross revenues of$1,842,000
:4•
: .r ,,peration costs 0111,944.300 leaving a combined
SF:CTION

Fr operations of the Murray Natural Gas System
re.enues of $4,655,000 plus other income 0(1230,000
re•ver,',1e1
S4o0i5,000 Appropriations for operating
••••• se. -the amount of $4,760,400 leave a net operating income of

SECTION 9 For operations of the Murray Water & Sewer System
operating gross revenues 0(13.132,500 plus other income of$175,000
make total revenues of $3,307,500 Appropnations for operating
expenses 0( 11.941,730 plus other deductions of 11,468,000 make•
%axe of $3,409,730 leaving a net operating loss of $002,230) after
'
'- on-cash deduction depreciation
SECTION 10 For operations of the North Douglas CDBG Project,
:eta; grant funds of $141,026 are to be received with total expendo
:ores for the project of an equal amount of $141,026 being
propnated
SECTION 11 For operations of the Drug Court Awards Fund total
funds of $31,250 are available to be expended toward police
.peratrons in drug related activities
SECTION 12 This budget contains salary.recommendation• per
oie following requests
''oil

38k
211
$1,000
11750
$500

s10,000
$10,000
12,500
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000

•

Manicure

$8.00

Pedicure

$16.00

Hot Oil
Manicure.. $11.00

The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

WHEREAS, the Finance Committee and Murray City
Council have reviewed the proposed budget
arid made any necessary modifications:

Kut-N-Kurl
Southside
Shopping Center

753-1682
LONE Wolf Hunting Club
Inc Looking for safety conscious law abiding members to join their hunting
dub We currently have a
renewable lease with WasIvaco for 1,335 acres of
property located in New
Concord. Ky Annual dues
we $31500 per person
Property has Deer, Turkey,
Quail, arid all types of small
game. For more information contact Koah Black at
753 5246 or 753-0839

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 $1 00 per
minute. June a quality of
life month

/ ALPINE.
Nxidadroswile.
Tapes
CD's
l_JP (71, I IC,
AEA. 'FAL
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
el.

FOR SALE"
FOR SALE
Frame house building. TO BE MOVED
from the land of the
Baptist
Hazel
Church. May include
central heat and air
unit. Sealed bids to
be postmarked by
June 29, 1995. Send
bids to Hazel Baptist
Church P0 Box 129
Hazel, Ky. 42049
Stnct terms & condiFor
tions apply
more details contact
Pastor Tim Adcock
at 492-8168 or 4928664.

INVITATION
TO BID
The City of Murray. Water and
Wastewater Division, will receive
sealed beds for one
x 16 aluminum
wall
doubled
trench box. Sealed
bids are to be
"Bid:
marked
Trench Box- and
delivered to the
City Clerk's Office
by 2:30 pm. on
Wednesday, June
21, 1995. Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's
Office located at
207 S. 5th Street,
Murray. Kentucky
42071.

27
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OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-M. 8 asn.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 MM.
• Deadlines ant 2 days
it adverse,

Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR
DIESEL FUEL

WHEREAS, an annual budget message was presented to
the Murray City Council by Mayor William N.
Cherry on May 25, 1995; and

of Living Allowance COLA
Under $40,000 Salaries
ieer $40,000 Salaries
ary Level Adjustments
Under $15,000
$15,000 $20,000
$MO00.130,000
Departmental Head Discretionary Salary Funds
Police Department
Fire Department
Street Department
Sanitation Department
Water & Sewer Department
Gas System
New Empluyee Anniversary Salary
Increase (1st Year Only)
Police A Firemen• Entry Level
Starting Salary

Tee
eX

neuronic•
ireareerworieg
&Aro. Server,'
e•oeng & Cooeng
Services 0.00•0

St &VIC I S
011113
2X

Loyd
Noll*

--

0.•

753-1916

CA LL

Orli.NI
• Warao0
_At. *sr c I Crailicote
SeuohOn Worttis0
Eiusiness Ooporrur"
..cticrh

OR1)1NANCE NUMBER 954051
oRDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF MURRAY, KEN:
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1. 1995
. f RI h[G1( JUNE 30. 1996 FOR THE GENERAL FUND;CEM ETFlY FUND. MUNICIPAL All) TAX FUND: LOCAL GOVERN.
N1F:NT ECONOMIC
ISTANCE FUND; E 911 FUND;CAPITAL
if.: FIT SERVICE FUND. NORTH DOUGLAS COMMUNITY DEVE•
,PM ENT BLOCK GRANT PROJECT; COURT AWARD FUNDS;
NITATluN. TRANSFER STATION AND CENTRAL GARAGE
)NS. MURAY'IVSi
NATURAL GAS SYSTEM; MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM, BY ESTIMATING REVENUES AND
APPROPRIAT1Ne; FUNDS FOR THE OPERATION OF CITY
;4 ,VERNMENT

s

ALL11/211g1115

TO PLACE
AN AD

clario
Dixieland

753-0113

Center

THE SMART STOP
TAIL
SWAT
STOP; Attention Parents:
Don't let your child regress over the
summer. Come in and let us show you our
Homework Helpers and other items that
would allow you to spend quality time with
your child and make learning fun.
119 S. 4th St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-5968
Open: 10-5:30 14-F, 10-4 Sat.

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Enroll Now Grades K 6
Located at Sinlung Springs Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary
437-4432
753-6487

Do you have acne prone skin facial
Scars fine lines"? Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycoltque 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starler kit and qualify for the
"Peel Deal'
A

new you in lour weeks

OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have log home supplies
lor the do it yourself person
Approval, licensed general
contractor with 25yr5 experience VA FHA 2-10
HBW warranty For all your
log home needs call Shannon Harris 502 436 5210
TAROT card readings Call
for appointment. $10 each
reading 502-753-3663

AVON sell at work, home
anywherel Be your own
bossl Earn 50%
1-800-539-4528 Ind/Rep
BIG Apple Cafe Puryear.
Tn,* now hiring cooks, part
time or full time Apply in
person after 1 lam
1-901-247-5798
BUSINESS manager for
Micro Age computer Must
have excellent c.ommunincation and computer skills
Accounting background essential Bong resume to
314 Main St Murray
CHILD Development Laboratory Assistant, Department of Family and Consumer Studies Nine month
appointment to begin August 28. 1995 Qualifications Master's degree in
child development required One year preschool teaching experience
required Administrative
experience in preschool
programs preferred Repsonsibilities Plan and implement daily university
pre-school laboratory program for 3 and 4 year old
children, assist with supervision of college students
completing laboratory experience, communicate
with parents, faculty and
community Application
Deadline June 26. 1995
To Apply submit resume
and names and addresses
of three references to Dr
Teryl Walters. Department
of Family and Consumer
Studies. Murray State University, P0 Box 9, Murray,
Ky 42071-0009 Murray
State Urwversay is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, • M/F/D, AA
employer
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project a funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Counal This a an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
HINTON & Sons Cash &
Carry now accepting appli
cations for lull time delrvery(
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a vaild
drivers icons* Apply ii
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to D&T Foods

EXPERIENCED waitress
wanted days only Apply in
person, Hungry Bear
Restaurant

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed Needs enough ex•
penence to run a crew
753-3343

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000-$16,000 or more
per year
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

HAIL DAMAGE
Paintless Hail
Repair

DENTS U.S.A.
• No Paint or Bondo Used
* Keep your original factory finish
* Save Money - Save Time
• Save Time
Free Estimates
I
References Available
621A S. 3rd St. (behind D&T Market)
Murray • 753-0302

1

rNURSING OPPORTUNITIES!
'

Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:
Med/Surg: RN's 3p-11p, 11p-7a
Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: ORT
With Experience
111
Psychiatric RN: 7p-7a
We

offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.

For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Fisher-Price

No Gomm-its
$1,000
116,000

SECTION 13 The attached line items revenues and line item
expenditures °reach City of Murray Department, Division or System
are hereby incorporated into this budget ordinance effective July 1.
1995 and shall not be changed except by ordinance amendment
INTRODUCED TO THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON
THE 25TH DAY OF MAY. 1995
AIX)PTED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON THE
8TH DAY OF JUNE, 1925.
Wrri M Cherry Mayor
Attest Jo Crass, City Clerk

lasibe

Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands & nails
naturally

CANCER
INSURANCE

Pedicure - $16.00
,ri.g $22 tk

No age I me weevily if
your present poScy is
over 10 years old a
may not cover some of
the ?Weser teatiments
such as ctiernother
apy For eve inform*
bon call
Jorry lAcConnoll
Inauranco
753-4199
43.511. 0111.1. 11.110VICe.

Acryiic Nails - $25.00
with any hair service ICCVit
Off

',•

any nail or toot care st- ,ce
Of vice versa

Benyits
"..;.*
Hair & Skin • 759 1874

f•

Nadi • 733-1137

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. First/Secondahird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday.
-Fnday. 9 a.m.-1 p.m AS p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rases are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for
Sand 4 hour. Postmarks leading to reguly lull-time employment offer a
top pay rale of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've so whit II lam Id wort with the world's best haymakers.
please casket
Murray Futploymet Ageory
281 So. 12th Sairet
Mammy, Ky. 42071
751-2150
1-ApairJ Oppositwary Fameiloyer MOFN

MURRAY LEDGER

Im re. flail ett
WANTED Mows teniate
Is MOW 4 pear old gin et
we Mosey home 2 3 afew
ides a amok iltilad Fni
Owes Sproi unsl
POSTAL JOSS start So new wow/ vine have
$12 NW For lies roosts aerelsnt raisesnoss wars
lion form & into Call portillon wrelabla d risco
1 800 23$ 9071 tel tree wry Call 713 1046 bo24ivs 7 days
wsaw Ilatit- Spre
RESTAURANT Manager
EARN up lo 11 000 woolly
granted tor upscale supper proossong mod Son now
dub Eivononco required no experience We supP0 BOA
Send resume
plies information no WI
10400 Mirror Ky 42071 potion
S•nd self
ROUTE Sera- Pepsi CON addrsood stamped ono
has psts opportune.* due to lope to Bucks Dept 14
continued expansion and 8407 Bardwa Rd Suite
product support Candi- 133 217 Sari Arooreo Ti
dates will mew on-Pb 71250
Winne program to learn ELECTRICIANS and Wsates. merchandising and ows needed Apply al nrar
droving dulls No experi- Kroger store in Item
ence required After sucosisfUl completion of ton- EXPERIENCED travel
ing. candidates we bo re- agent needed felon part
sponsible for local Onto Send resume to P0
doirvones, merchandising Box 430, Cebsrtsvilkt. KY
and customs! service Ex- 42044
cellent earning potential
FULL torn* maint•nanco
and bonefits, with local
or &
person for Murray
to
Wave To apply, come
Scythed*
Manor
Apply
in
Pepsi-Cols Hwy 641 N.
person at 906 Broad St.
Banton, on Wed Juno 14
Souttosado Manor Apia
from 9-11
IMMEDIATE
opening for
SAFETY advisors.
auto
clew-up'
detail per$2150/por mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri son, experi•nc• necessary, lug time, yew around
9am- 1pm
only
employment 437-4127
615-399-8269
JACK of all trades prefer
SIRLOIN Stockade now
maintehiring cooks, cashiers, dis- rebuts for apt ,
nance 759-4118 between
hwasher & salad bar attendants Apply in person be 2-3prn
Mean 2-4 Mon- Fa
MURRAY Christian
WAITRESS, dancers Academy a accepting apwanted Doll House Cafe, plications for teachers.
grades K-6. Call 759-1555
Parts, TN 901-62-4297
for application
WAITRESS/ servers
wanted, experience neces- PAINTERS: must have
sary. Graystone Restaur- 2yrs experience or more.
ant, Paris. 901-644-2525 or Steady work. Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
901-243-4921
701 S. 4th St., Murray or
call 502-753-0839
PART one den WOW
Dow Bol. ilahwailliaa
Casa Cal be woo&
want 1102-364-4621
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************************
Drivers
LOOKING FOR A CHANGE?
If a new career is what you're looking for, you can
stop your seat-ch. J.B. Hunt is looking for drivers with
either verifiable over the road experience or someone who just wants to learn to drive a truck. If you are
inexperienced, J.B. Hunt wiN help you get the
training you need to be on your way. J.B. Hunt
drivers can earn an average of over $2000 per
month their first year, along with comprehensive
benefits. Why wait? Meet with our driver recruiter.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14
MEETINGS BEGIN PROMPTLY AT:
2 P.M. AND 6 P.M.
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
3994 HINKLEVILLE ROAD
1-24 AND US 60, EXIT 4
PADUCAH, KY
Or, call:

NW
Wowed

WSW
Poi hi

WILDLIFE Coneenyeeon
Jae* Goons looms sec
honer mainserwrens oic No
•
twomariary Now ha
For into call
ng
(219)7840010 so '159
darn 10prn 7 days

BOGARD Imams ard Ea
assearig Mc We PWilee
set growel to n oleo
rock ro rap Mon Fri
8-4wit 7E12446

Ifiswels
MINN
BABYSIT in home 1Aco
Frt. days on• 759-4490
CARPET dewing honor
or business mei Kirby dry
tows sann guard sham
poo 492-8238
CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and ex
ponencied. rderoncas Call
Linda 7599553
HOUSE cleaning have
opening, rebabie, dependable and experienced. ref
Call Carla 435-2667 leave
message
I we sit with elderly. any
Imo Consider Ivo in. ref.
co Call 753-4590 for
witormaton
WILL dean houses. reasoned* rates. references
437.4064

WILL keep books in my
home Experienced in bank
records, general ledger
aocts roc, accts pay, payroll, sales tax returns, 941's
and much more Call Erica
489-2405 if no answer
leave a message
inn
Business
Opportunity

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Local &
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.

Call 1-8004664588
RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available.
1-800-277-3278.

Local vending business for sale. Vend
soda/snacks. Priced
to sell quickly. Call
nowt! 1-800-350-8363

120

1-800-2JB-HUNT
Experienced driver applications are
expedited by calling:

1-800-368-8538
EOE. Subject to drug screen.
************************

HELP WANTED

a dyivites
; who
highf-theTer a
it will
I. We

SENIOR SUPPORT SERVICE ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking
applications for the position of Senior Support
Service Associate to perform duties which include:
data entry, clerical, receptionist, and medical records. Primary work station will be at the Calloway
County Health Center in Murray, KY. Starting salary
is $6.14 per hour/$460.50 In-weekly. Education and
Experience' High School Diploma or GED, basic
knowledge of grammar, punctuation and simple
mathematics, and at least one year of experience in
office management, administrative activities, or
moderately ditttcultdencal experience in typing, use
of the keyboard, or computer entry. Additional
education (college, vocational school, etc) may
substitute for the required experience on a year for
year basis_ An examination will be held July 7, 1995
at8 30a.m.and 12:30p m at320N Seventh Street
Mayfield, KY 42066. Please call if you require any
special accommodations
Excellent hinge package. 10% possible increase in
salary during first year of employment Applications
may be picked up at the Purchase District Health
Department Administrative Offices. 916 Kentucky
Avenue or any other Purchase Area Health Department Applications must be postmarked no later than
midnight, June 21, 1995 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

act:

Computsni
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304-E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA.
CALL 753-7001.
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS.
753-7001.
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER,
753-7001.

Aselladel

ENTIAE beeeeell ore col
*don Itailvindor chest
Wear aquimuona tOgni
ado wood cabinet 115
tOgal mei 'unclad top
hood $40 20gal long $45
200 tea mei moll stand
WO some monsoons* in
dialed 715.34986
FIBERGLASS topper for
long wheelbase IA sae
pick up $250 436 2523
0000 dean used lawn
mowers clearance moss
JO Cub Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
JENNY Laid cnb with mid
toss. $50 759-4471
LADIES small size waddeig
dress with oil 753-0789
UNDSEYS original anti
quo showcases old man
M.card rack, cash register,
bed quds, trunk. 7'4 ft Bar
cans chnstries toe. table
& chars, queen bed frame
753-9887 leave message
NEW metal song & roof.
wig Cover 36'cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and gahaiume Secondary
I available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
ROOM for rent & at condo
Coneys for sale Call
753-6442
SEARS Craftsman Bhp nd
rig MOSVESI, good condition.
$350 436-2619

GAS dryer
$033644611

FREEZER Sears. 12 at ft
upright, like new, $75
753-4043

Now
Putaiderge
4PC BE DAOOM mobs vsah
daybed On. pew old as
celled condemn Ca/ Ca
r is at 753 11902 or
MS OW I
ALL at sock Masao &
bedding reduced Must
mesa room for new she)
mina Extra savings, Caraway Furniture 106 N
3rd 753 1502

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759-9752
WANT to bur Antiques &
collectibles, coca-cola items, civil war artifacts,
stone whiskey jugs with advertising gas & od advertising, glassware, EMs ma
morbila, •tc. Phone
753-3633 melt for Larry

Hide a bed $175
435 4236 altar 5pm

Arwood
A FIREWOOD for sate
437-4667

1.40VING sale Nice *arty
American couch & char,
$150 Old chifferobs, old
lamp table. $25 Cheat of
drawers. 130 Twin bed
with mattress & box
springs. $50 Chest
freezer. $50 World Book
encyclopedias with new
book case 435 4336

SOFA & lovessat Ike new
due & ten stripe 8F1 pool
bible Cali 753-6430

Ages 5-13

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY

200 AMP Wiley pole, $135
Call 759-2510
20 RIDING mowers, 2
boats, concrete mixer,
camper Call 328-8123 al5pm

2

unities,
isitions

p.m.)
i. 30 fOr
ofFa a
iCkage.
makers,

230V COOLING. BTU
1.870, single dose Feddors Call Chris 4362292

CARPENTERS
Attention: Framers. Form
Carpenters. Drywall and
Metal Stud Framers. and
Ceiling and Floor Installers.
Do you want Inbrmation on a better way
of Ilk with better wages, benellts and
working conditions? Attend • meeting of
area carpenters on Thureday. June IS.
1995 at 6.30 p.m. at 2029 Cato Road
In Paducah. Kentucky.
Contact the Kentucky State District
Council of Carpenters. AFL-CIO

442-1148 or 1-800-815-1057
101-140. will be kept conadentisl.
It's your future. make the call!

2 STEEL sales at Horton
Lack Shop One 52P4 x 32w
x 250. 7414 x 38W x 310,
burglar rwastonco, TL rating 753-5900, 7531202
au 5pm
2 WHEEL cargo trailer tor
sale weh Ando tot Ms 1900
°demobs* 753-6744
ANTIQUES &long room
suite bedroom suite
kitchen table • chairs
marble top obis*( 2 end &
collo') etagere. china,
crystal & silver 783-1513

PIANO ton sale Ike new
must eel, grand console
Cal 753-7316

1989 ATLANTIC doublew
de well maintained 3brs 2
baths, central h'a Call
437.4982, after Spa.
1990 CHAMPION 14010
310 2 bat., dahwaher, deposal. refrigerator with icemaker, Whirfeool, seta insulation package, many ex
tras, in Fox Meadows.
$17.003 Cal 753-1046 ble
Moen liam- 5pm
FOR sale or tads, very
moo 12x65 furnished me
bile horn,on ty Lake. new
Aurora, 15.250 Days
501-763-4926. nights
501-763-3992

*Ws
Hodes For NW

Hwy.

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

MOW
Howe Lots For Rant
NEW park, newer modal
homes only Concrete
drive* & walks Trash pock
up & oty water $100/no
492-8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 75.3.9866

Heating
And Cooling

1
,
144Duckling
L'
I
aLECOMEGLE

30.000 BTU window a c
gwd
trarke.kir
wrvicod
wholethel
h7PfinG17
$300 4921858

r

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

2RS

290

Amer or s Sec ood Cat

112 So 12Ih
Murray KY 47071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

&ohne
Ratan
1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753-6106, 753-3258

n3-1266

in

Run this 2x2 consistency od
every day. including
the Shopper. for $175 a month
,(paid in advance)

Classifieds

300

DOWNTOWN office space
saws from courthouse
1051nio including all utili
Ws Also nice suds of of
fices with windows
$596/vio including all %Al
Ws

Business on
a Budget?

Pot. Effoceve April 1, 1905

OFFICE or business 1000
sq It 300N 1211 molt to
Fays's 753 9212
OFFICE of rotor building
zoned 82.*pros 1600 sq
It, NE 03M1111 13th 6 Pop
ilIf Call 753-6001
RETAIL or Olfico Specs In
S Side Shopping Cantor
753-4509 or 753-6612

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability sse offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an -almost
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A.
rated coMpanietk,to give you the best
possible rates sod service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

atlo,wtiiI. 1.800-455-4199

1511 furnisk•a apt
1200/me 06411 owed no
Ma Hwy 121 at the Ine
rounds 78331*
IBA deo trekerie refer
snobs • depose respered
awaialite arty 1st no pale
$190$ MO 753394$
IBA nice erseable no.
Cowmen RE 75)9096

1 ROOM enceincy very
near IASU partial Larne
furnished Available now
Coleman RE 753 WM
I 1100MS fa rere at 1614
Olive Ublibm furnished
Share kitchen loving room
& bathroom Solos Wah
to IsISU Coleman RE
753959.

UNIVERSITY Square
IWO, Wadable. central
,as. dined W. sky light.
'WM anWer ONO* space.
high tree Wee 7531492
ask tor Lomas

12.390 ape Furnished,
vary nee near 1•181J NO
pets
753-1212
810.753 0606 Mem tom

311111 2 Wet MO Mum in
Sherwood Forest grew
11091100010041 owes n a
nalrestalar & Move en
closed wage reesrences
maimed ne PUS $OD ma
pia asposa 753 4043

'03 ACRES re lanced et
surveyed 2 barna•wogs
2 ihmaltikaidin.
ohnd
39. doutesaide wet how
root & carport WOW pond
stodiad mei tett Shown by
appointment only
434564*

NIA 2 Deli beck 111.53
Ryan oen•al
wow
neighborhood $600/mo
year loose and deposit
7531424

13 ACRES stocked Ws
iewced pasture ripen
house 14.70 361 mobie
tome Cowman Real Es
we 75.39890

38A reosney remodwiaCI
cantor h• coding tans
skive • refrigerator wit
hoo It up nice yard
13050no plus deposit no
pea references required
753 1060

GO ACRES now Blood
Aria Ky Lake reraised to
$695 per ails sea, lern111
'59 1022

NEWLY remodeled 2tir
appriartaaa turnehed con
Val gas heat detached 2
bay ergs cowrie It
ado & pasture 3rta Porn
1ASU horse barn in South
viiist School district
753946$

NICE 31k 2 bath brick
2 1BR furnished opts
hose with ? m garage in
1504, tiller penal utto Panorama Shores
Ws paid no pets 211114 $600 rho plus deposit No
furnished apt pare
pes 12 'no ease %lei
Ns pad no pets 1604 •nctos required Call
lAiii•r 753 0932 or 4745430 after 6p m
7535.99
PRIVATE 2be frame ticuse
28A 2 batt duperi gar in country central ha hurt
ago central gas hoot can trees grapevine pasden
Pal as S450mo Coleman area pita steno Avail
RE 7539898
able immediately 1390mo
plus deposit 75.3 7724 or
MR apt 1 block from can
7S3 5.303
pus 1619 4 Farms, St
upstairs apt available
June 1111h 1210/ino plus
deposit 7534249

28R duper on Polortw000d
7594409

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Wallung do
lance to college 753 5209

502-759-1333

apt
now
pots
Spat

28A apt on 908 Hilhwood
Dr 285/mo 7594406

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
ENCLOSED Oily Ire*
ex10411 high $1000 ohe
502 247 8754 altar forn

2:v

2BR mobile name. C two
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-94398

Articles
Fu Se.

['ER

Opens
teuletwe

Court Square

641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon -Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment 4

• 8g /vrniskod
$'01 mu teraitallee
al a tip, pool we
753 5900 alter
753 1203

1 OR Ito apes new down
dem Moray 753410$

GUNS buy see or trade
436 5650

Call 753-1916 for details.

'SI

1800 BAKERS
rusbc pie sale
bloc& ads with
lags 75.34210

FOR sale twee piece bed
room set consisting of a
headbowd and footboard
adaptable to tether full or
queen size chest and
dresser with attached me
rot excellent condition
Cal 753 4899 alter 5pm or
leave a message

I ocatio ris Coast to

ANTIQUES by toe piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

Antique Booth
Space Available
Nevi Asian
4ONeeSoolto
Tootor's
Antiques Mall
Haas'. Ky.
4924111

COUCH & chair good coo'
(lotion 165 Electric lift
doe excellent condition
FcbLEANER combine arc
$200 Call 753 2636
Yard land planter
COUCH
lovosoat flied- 75.37845
sin pillow back styling
iNTEANATKNitAL Super C
charcoal with maroon & with 2
row cultivators
preen Oat excellent condi. 7533647
bon must sal 753 5316

ART LESSONS

140
Wad
To Ikiy

131

11

NI

Noma
Pee INN

AO.=

WHIRLPOOL washer & OVERSIZED couch & chair
dryer. treadmill. Drake with ottoman, bought new
satellite system and ind- at Crass Furniture in '91
Also matching oil painting
oocapher Call 436-2667
Cal 759 2473
155
Appliances

listleit)A

TS

28R duplex townhouse
toles house appliances
furnished Rent varies
$350 430 Cal 75.3-1286
for more details
28li Embassy Apartments
central gas heat available
now 1300/mo Coleman
RE, 7539598
28R townhouse on Diu
gum" Central WA Available
now 1325)mo Coleman
RE 7539898
2BR upstairs apt 1134 S
13th St deposit & Iwo
no pets 753 6001 leave
message

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
920 $40mo 759 4081
NOW renting' Esstside
Boat
Pan. Storage Cal
now to reserve your space
759 91335 or 753 0634
STORAGE Parr tor rent
753 7888

1 BALL Pytion with hoot
rock $75 75)7139
ALL beds & supplies 30%
off Awes Aviary 515 S 701
St 759 4119
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

G L. Rental Property an
flounces openings at
Sherry Lane Apts near
ktSU These attractive two
bedroom units lease tor
Proem
1440 & we bo rawly lot
Juno move in Grey's Prop LYNN Grove U peck tow
erase is taking applications riss now open Mon Sat
Ca/ 75192001
7am to 7pm for (Nudism's
KENTUCKY Lake Like
land Westy Village. Ibt
apartment, utilities in
ducted. rent based on in
come 551 older handicap
HALEY Appraisal Service
& disabled Equal Housing
Bob Haley state corthed
O pportunity
Call 489-2266
502-3541688
KOPPERUD Realty has
LARGE lb/ apt 2 was. in
buyers waiting to purchase
dowel. closer than dorms, homes se price ranges II
very low Oleos,$225/mo I
you are thinking of sidling
Person. 11250mo 2 people contact ova of our court*
7532330 or 7538767
ous and professional
LARGE upstart 2br 2 Wei agents at 753 1222 or stop
central his Mid hookup. by officio at 711 Main St
available July 1st rotor MUR CAL Realty prates
ancas & deposit required sional red estate manage
no pee 753-3949
mint. ratidented commit,
1AUR-CAL Apartments now oar (allow us to hands your
accepting appitabons ten real *Ode headaches) A
1. 2 and 3br apartments cost Wang rampancy im
Phone 7594964 Equal proving move 753 4444
Houstng Opportune"
TAKE a look mar an offer
2br take property Wilson
MURRAY Mona Apart Realty 121 South Call
none now accepting look
7535056
cations for t 2br span
mints Apply in person
115
1 30pm 4pm. Mon Fri
Lake
1409 Dusgiud Or
Property
NEW Ott duplex, carport BEAUTIFUL wooded WM
dock. etc. avadabis now. front lot deep year wound
$400/no 753 3331 save water, installed water ine
massage
restricted subdivision
NICE 3fx apt central Pea. closet kii Mare/ 7504410
located on campus. closer
walk than dorms to MSU.
very, very low Oleos. 2
people $400/mo. 3 pride
1450/mo 753 2339 or
2 LOTS in Preston Heights
753.787
at Oldies avertable lot size
NOW slung appacoons 100,230 eadi 7539741
kir Soceon Slow rent hous
wig Apply on person lit 4 CONNECTING Ids to
Hollow
Southside Manor, 906 called n Crappie
Broad St Extended, be Prices range from 1800 a
!wean Sam 12noon No 1500 901 648 SiK17
phone calls repass Equal BAYWOOD Vista nice lot
Housing Opporterty
$1,950. easy terms
PASTURE & ben space 7,41922
incluiSed mei furnished lbs BEAUTIFUL Nat lot al
apt, utilities included underground city Wefts in
SNOW* 435 4238 week du6n9 gas Last evadable
days 753-0732
tot in Preston Heights to
TOWER Apes now rodeo. cased behind Gatesbor
Ough, 113.900 7532330
$11111/mo, no pots
7531041 71 3113411 before Pace largo let 110e217 in
'pm
new sub./iron. neat to
Oaks Country Club
753-11601

AIR 1 bath coda siding
Pierre enfl (birched 2004
shop garage on 7 acres
Weal of Murray 136 003
367 2485
ZEIR house at gas heat
on eater vinyl siding on
acre It at City limits
137500 Cas 75.33139
38R I batr, S.)g home 1250
ha ft oanaw ha •aullad
„ipi.v$ raw fOOM with
to•ols,.• patio area
U2 'OC 489 6075
38R a.ptex for sale
75-35114
3 ROOM house on
120050 tot at 1518 Flu
mer 2 hio,As to university
r•ntabili at $ 20Q •
75.3883'
AVOID makes cost 3br 2
bath ',wen wog yard I SIDI
age emi on 17tH
489 22%
EXTRA nice 3br 1 boot
home located in Quite
neighborhood in town
Large lanced back yerd
new carpel in living room
hail 1 master bedroom
baseboard heat window
at wall in pantry •atre
storage areas $57 SOO
Fos •ppointment call
753 6655 ahie topm
FOR Investors 2812 sq ft
new duplex Fab Brook
Sub Rental income
$1100mo Price •123 000
492 6516 or 762 7221
NEW 39r homes priced in
70.1 60 s finencing ova
able wd consider Pads
753 3672 Wier Spin
1622 KIRKWOOD Dew*
3br home with large
kitchen LA cliental Ns
looted ant storage ow
port storage shod *sac
eve,landscaped with Large
backyard 759 1673
NEW affordabi• homes
2 3te et oty Stars at mid
50 s knanong available
payments lots tian rent
Sidewalks storm wean
curt* & al underground
caddies 75.34444
NEW horn* Coles Camp
gound Rd 30t 2 bath con
tad gas & electric I900sqft
non area on ¶22 ado*
moo C-all Ake Cat Reilly
753 4444
I'A
liderrysis
1981 GL 500 Saveneing
new tear We raw winds
Pied road reedy $1296
7530331
19112 KAWASAKI 1000
LTD 9600 mikes $1 900
obo
759 1807 or
474 6325 Dan
1085 HONDA Elite wooer
250oc low mileage very
good condition $950
75 3 1 2 1 7
or
901 232 8255
1091 HONDA Golchwong
1500 SE garage kept
te XxX mow very mos
bike Call for details
759 2473

Used
Cars
IWO 01.05 cony 350
'ocelot $1 900 474 11046
19112 CHEVY Caprice
WOO otoo 759 1807 or
474 8325 Den
1996 DM 325ES woe
tent condition Call
7536669
1986 DODGE Charger 22
7515390
1907 PLYMOUTH sun.
dance 96,XXX mire,geed
oond•on Call MS 4419 Wm 5pm
19011 BUICK Regal
753-2212 after 5pm,
75361100 WON* tom
1910 UNCOLN Town ow,
good
condition
$402 492 11358

wiSVISILL ad. weell ROOM lot ront washwi I Como see the blooming Daylilloos. Japanese
twos luxury Ibr apt on- dryer, kitchen access
Ire and Hostas OV Of 900 voteless
irs/ gas his appliances 7113-7115
Free Plant WPM TAM Coupon
furnished no OWL Nee* &
deposit required Call
Open Garden Deny 9 i.m.4 p.m.
753 7105
Houses ,
For Awl 1i"
leR available Jut/ tat. can
Val Ns vial hookup, no 213$1 1 /1 bath row
carpet
pets 1236ano. nifiesncas $350/no • deposit Call
deposit 7533840
492123$
WE aim left on Van Cleave Rd (Hew HOlday
18R duplex an NfflY 800. oge na
on Bohai("surd+
Pontoon) Go 114 ads. awn
appliances no
*wet 011°.^1 /146 el° pas 1275/rno depose re
Ack.44483) Fraliseggsjeltfc03011Ad )11.0ilell 1st
$2115/mo •d•Posii
how• on lee (11$11011( WI Ole)
quired
After Spro
75-3 8948 Wore Felel
753 4860
•ow ass um eMi IMP MI NM OM OM GNP MN wee

C&C Nursery
753-2993

a
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Illin
7
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1
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WO CHEVY INA aka
RESTORED 11611 Ode I. MO asps woo Ma
C otiose C•airrirtibio
pool coriaeiew $2 200
Saw" Mist sell $11 SOO or see
462 MI
IMO
763
Cal
Maw
Mel
sr
1686 046C good woo
saw Serii or Imo
sage Can be aeon at 919 Gatlin, 53 000 ebo
7912324
110 Si
INS CiHEYY Si 10 pica yip
bee 1f4 auloniabc aid
4)
1111
INK) UNCCAN Common
71W miss diatom se
t GI 74 xxX
nes $8900 7531/1131 of
7S3
▪ Spin
Vass
'961 MAAilitei SE gni pew 1991 TOYOTA Prime van
191111 CHEV S 10 blazer
Bose 8/11,b,ielpele mai one avow $2 it$A mks 44•0 Owe"•
oon
1,19. biatil 1110.0s biaca giallandlni warranty aloe'
Alan '
leather intend $11995 aro con/keen 492 81S8
SO 900
so
91
'5.3 4445
1046 between
spri
1991 NiSSAle Mason.
600 iticeaerit conaeon
1989 ChIC S 15 Sep
loaded 502 247 3166
t.ack 52950 obo Cal
1903 FORD Mustang LX 1907 '2 CriEvY thick 753 1660 alter Sere or
moues lel suing $S 501 pars snort bed SS 1973 Sae message
Deo Cal 7531414
87 shoo bed Chewy body 1990 CHEvv Stiverado
60 Monte ISO° Al the extras and
1993 NISSAN 1144iiihis parts 199
body pets
Cal after 6Cre
CAMPOO
altE repaacanerit coma Caro
753 6063
753 7660
bon Cal 435 4303
1974 c OR r.) haw paint '992 S 10 11111111 Tahoe
.993 TOYOTA Carry LE looks
good dig Nei 4 3 V 6 a.no
added. tar odd package 753 9614 'L.-is
512 500 4892259
'I Xxx times '53 292
1993 CHEVROLET
C 1500 Series eacellent
condition 19 238 actual
•
miles ask,ng $14 SOO
75e 2580 abor Score
Creca•
Dnvirways
1994 FORD F 250 XLT
Wab War Pada Swages
Law 14 XXX miles mint
lOartskr Jores %paced tiraordwiln9
cond bon 492 8659
with ":` Year WarI'rev
FOR sae 1988 Chevy
1-800-700-9464
Severed° black I gray veal
F
E
gr•y interior loaded
79 )0LX miss 527 5294a1
Ca Ay'"• Local Reeve-cos
ow
Sprn
•
i
D4( \221;/,/113II;(1
SEPTIC pump truck good
-•••••••••••••••••
••••
condition 502 354 6521
S
S

1

w• ^av• been your custom builder in the
past We are nowt expanding our business
to beret "are your heeds In addition to
C.4101•1 b..4 YIN WO can now take care of
VO‘r renhoderro needs addrtions, ivind or
aus Carrtag. Or rOpc.iC• bOt.ir rool,ng

•

Bruce cirten
Building Con tractors, Inc.
FREE Ealleisses 753-4343

ra 'S
OIERRI
(AVOW
•

1111

.'

AM Types Of
Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
00.- •
,
sho.
4-C Sow
.0-..r.
sumo
MO
•• MOM, AN
753-5940

.

t,

Cross

14FT FLEETWING cam
per goda condition. uove
a refrigerator. gas or
eiectric. $I 500 436-2497
1989 UtYTON 2611 ski
brand new, set up at Lake
View RV resort Can be left
with man•griment ap
prove Cal 759 1882 if no
answer leave message
TRAVEL camper with ail
appliances Can be seen at
26 Norentrind valet park
759 4525 alter awn

.
Dial-A-Service

......,

You Can Advertise Here For
66.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

lieliew
Wool

NCE
XPE
boo asiorias
SZT-1111111

SACANOIE Isesso aro
poor sosolloiloss mow
ereamos R N alsobil Cow
singes" Piligle 4611-1111,41.

pare 762 7221
lor
ler We.
BOATS
tap be la 1301, Mac
Crustier paw Not mai rails anif bawls also table
einao ward 40 good traders 7533147
condition $$ SOO obe 909$ PAsiolong Somas
753 6407 or 753097$ instillation and spot al
lesive owisseara
stork guarainto•d
RANGER 330V bless best 753 1134 or 436 5632
INK 150hiP Merrier Mos BUSH140GGiNG Girders
ham mow Manisa Meal plowed asked drweigiees
prop '224 molar vide graded Milt Jones
✓olling motor 3 now belle 437 4030
ties Eagle eleceoncs very
BUSHHOGGING blade
rocs 492 11603
mark lawn thawing & woooesong Ma 2077
CARPORTS tor cars and
Special sizes tor
truda
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
home bows. RVs
motor
hedge trimming landscap
and esc Excellent praisemuiching a mulch haul
bon hoh quality excellent
Clean
ing gutter deendd
value Roy Hill 759-4864
10be
oP funk 9artleiile
also Al housered moving
CARROLL'S Custom garFree estimates Ties Lamb den tiling grader blade
436-5744.
work bush hogging loll
•stimat•s
fr••
A i Tree professionals 502 492 8622
Skimp removal tee spray
trig serving Murray Cal0- CHIM Chlni Chimney
ally County since 1980
Sweeps has 10% sonar
Fun 'stint/nes 436 2247 citizen discounts We sib
chimney caps and screens
or 492 8737
4154191
A and A Lib $ lawn mow
ing loght hauling tree trim
COUNTERTOPS custom
ming Mark 436 2528
Homes trailers offices
Wulff $ Recovery Murray
ALCOA vinyl Wong II vim
436 5560
Fieplacernent windows Bat
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
Speed 492 8103
Cooling Service Comand
ALL around hauling mow
installation and setplete
Ing tee ivork junk dean v ice Call Gary at
up cleaning out gutters
759 4754
Joe 436 2867
CUSTOM bulldozing and
ALL carpentry 15yrs sip
work, septic sysfoundabons slabs, adore backhoe
tens, 354-8161 after 4pm,
alks driveways buklings. Horace Shoiw
remodeling repairs AGC
canted 4892214
CUSTOM tilling A small
ALL phases of 209 care bush hogging 489-2995
minienance inducing ler
DAVID'S cleaning sertilizabon pesbodation
vices We clean vinyl, brick,
storm damage repair by drive ways, sidewalks, moThe Professional John bile homes, R V 759-4734
Borer Call 436 5334
DRYWALL. finishing. re
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
pars additions and blowniture repair 8 custom ing ceilings 753-4761
woodworking 753 8056
ROCKY Colson home reAPPLIANCE REPAIRS par, plumbing. roofing, sidFactory trained by 3 maior ing 8 additions All type
manufacturers All work home 8 mobile home reand parts warranted Ask pair Free estimates
for Andy at The Appliance 474-2307
Works 753 2455
ROOFING and painting,
APPLIANCE SERVICE intend- exterior etc. 25yrs
Kenmore Westnghouse experience, 10% discount
Whirlpool 30• years ex senior citizens 474-0107
perience
BOBBY
SEAMLESS gutters inHOPPER 436 5848
stalled, residenbal or comBACKHOE SERVICE
mercial, Serval Gutter Co
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 753-6433
replacerepair
installation
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
ment 759-1515
Removal Insured with full
BACKHOE Service ROY line of equipment Free esHILL Septic system drive
timates Day or night,
ways hauling foundations. 753-5484
etc 759 4664

1984 24rT PONTOON
new floor carpet captain s
chars bass seats in front
3.5hp Mercury needs some
rTkitor work $2 503 obo
753-3540 ask for Don
492 8678
1987 STRATOS 181 Pro
150 Mercury ol 'honed
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LEWIS Exterior Clawing
houses. mobile homes.
brick II vinyl. buildings.
R V 's. sidewalks, free estimales (502)753-6490
LICENSED or electric and
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(502)436-2819 fax or
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Commercial Waste

1 (800) 642-7740
Dal the SOO number first When
you hear a recorded message
enter Ihe Access Code SS
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musity %violaters. Awn:crime meals sod necks.as well as ausseriak
tor pales will be provided_
Camp staff will be able to test a
child's blood glucose level during
the day, and supplies will be on
hand to new a blood supr faction,
if accessary.
If a child needs to take insulin/
regular medication during the day.
be sure to send the medication/
syringes in the original prescription
book.
Other preparations for the camp
include:
'Check your child's blood sugar
before breakfast the day of the
camp.
*Wear comfortable clothing.
socks and shoes (no sandals) and
bring a SwirlISIlit. Label all personal
items including towel and sunscreen.
Call (502) 762-1364 today to
register.
I j,'c

Famous Hand

CLASSIFIED

reecleas.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

A fair one-day camp for dtildrai
with thabaes atgoisg to be keid
Saturday. June 17 at Cr Haim
Building at Murray Stale University. Murray-Calloway County hospital. Diabetics Taking Control
Suppon Group and Murray Family
YMCA are sponsoring die event
with cooperation of she Tri-State
Association of Diabetic EduCaors
and the Kentucky Diabetes Control
Program.
Thecamp, called -Camp HaveLota-Fun. provides children with
diabetes a chance to come together
for a day of sharing and having fun.
Children get to learn more about
dealing with diabetes and participate in many activities.
Call(502) 762-1364 to preregista your child for camp and fill out
the registration forms by June 12.
The camp will be staffed by area
physicians, nurses, registered dietitians, YMCA staff and other corn-

table where,with Yugoslavia NorthMOODY'S mower repair, South dealer
South, the bidding(with East-West
pick-up and delivery Both sides vulnerable.
silent) went: 1 V - I*-2 V •4 V. West
NORTH
753-5668
led a diamond, taken with the ace,
K 104
A
•
MULCH delivered Murray
and declarer cashed the ace of
glf 963
area 436-5560
trumps, West showing out. South
•K 7 2
PAINTING int , ext all
then entered dummy with a spade,
•K Q 9
types of home repair. tree
finessed thejack of hearts,and evenEAST
WEST
estimates Call anytime
tually lost a trump trick and a club
+983
+ Q 76 5 2
436-5032
to score 650 points.
V Q 108 5
V—
PAINTING 8 decorating, •98 4
At the second table, Ira Rubin
•J 106 5
20yrs experience, I do good +AJ 1082
and Paul Soloway, North-South for
+74
work Angela Montgomery
the United States, got to six hearts
SOUTH
437-4706
as shown in the diagram. The
+J
PLUMBING repairman with
Yugoslav West started with the ace
V A K J 74 2
same day service Call
and another club.
•A Q 3
436-5255
You might think Soloway would
+6 5 3
go down one, but he managed to
THE Gutter Co Seamless The bidding:
make the slam by presenting East
North East
aluminum gutters, variety South West
of colors. Licensed, in- 1
with a chance to make a mistake.
Pass
2 NT
1+
sured. Estimate available. 3
Instead ofleading a low trump to his
Pass
3•
Pass759-4690.
ace at trick three, he led the nine of
Pass
4 4.
Pass
3 NT
trumps.
Pass
TODD Roofing, free esti- 4•
4+
Pass
mates. Cal 492-8657 day 6 V
East covered with the ten,a misOf flight.
take many defenders might have
Opening lead — ace of clubs.
made, and this impulsive reaction
WINDOW 8 door repair
replacement. 759-1799.
There are two sides to a coin, as ultimately proved fatal.Soloway won
the ace,and after Westshowed
WOOD VCR- repairing any numismatist will tell you, and with
had an easy time trapping
he
out,
bridge
a
to
sides
two
also
are
there
microcamcorders,
trees,
of trumps. The only
Q-8-5
East's
tell
will
player
bridge
any
as
hand,
waves, Mon- Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates. 753-0530. you. This is especially noticeable in trick Soloway lost was a club,and he
team-of-four events,where the same scored 1,430 points for making the
hand is played attwo different tables. slam.
Leading the nine of trumps inConsider this deal, which occurred at the 1980 World Bridge stead of the three was a play that
Olympiad in the match between could cost declarer nothing, but it
Yugoslavia and the United States. had the enormous advantage of inNothing much happened at the first ducing a defensive error by East.
Tomorrow: The rabbit-in-the-hat trick.

If you have something to sell. here's the way to make your mem
hoard It. the Kentucky Statewide Classified Netweet.
Fer $145. you can place • 25-ward sd in DO Kentucky
mu meson with • potential audience el mere than 1,000,000

DIAL — 753-1916

One-day camp to be
at MSU for children
with diabetes June 17

A Profeolooal Service
Seecioag ia Kitcbms & Bathrooms
To Nip pew pin nor New Odin tor Bathroom

Call 753-6869
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HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,JUNE 13, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
Lents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE told you so," even if you get the
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: chance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
Turning your back on the past will
help you achieve greater indepen- not believe everything you. hear
dence and recognition. Others today. Financial matters will require.
admire your verbal skills. Speak up special care as others may not folv.hen you know a better way to do low through on their commitments.
things. A promotion or special perk Do not despair!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) You
is featured in late November. As
1996 gets underway, focus on build- are lucky to have time to think
ing a stronger financial base. Next things through. Although your love
spnng hnngs fantastic family news life is not falling apart, you should
or a second marriage. Someone you look for ways to promote better
meet on acation could help you understanding. A small gift could do
the trick!
land new business.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Richard You have a knack for catching the
Thomas. TV star Tim Allen, tennis attention of influential people.
player Bettina Bunge, Bulgarian Experimental ideas can work if theyare grounded in reality. Lasting
anist Chnsto.
ARIES (March 21-April 191: A romance could depend on your
former romantic partner could show financial independence.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
up on your doorstep. Handsome
returns from a wise investment 2h: To make a gathenfrefultfcess,
could secure your financial future. stress quality over quantity when
drawing up the guest list. Invite
Children are a source of special joy.
T.ALRUS (April 20-May 20): some people who like to listen as
'talks may bring certain hopes to well as talk! Discuss new tax deducfruition or convince you that you are tions with an accountant.
on the wrong track. New informaCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tion comes to light. A friend or busi- 19): All of your energies are moving
ness ally urges you to forge ahead. you into a more active and dynamic
period. Show greater initiative on
Act confident.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201: An the job. Self-starters will be rewardexcellent day for negotiations. You ed. Zoom forward on all fronts.
are able to reach a •aluable under- Great adventures lie ahead!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
standing regarding a romance or
ins estment. A•oid reacting emotion- You will need to settle your differally.
ences with an independent partner in
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: Let the days ahead. Also slated for your
go of the past in order to seek sane- attention -- legal and financial
thing better. Take care of any debts. issues. You may have to put
legal fines or insurance premiums as romance on hold for now.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
they come due. Limit everyday
spending sshile saving for a special Yesterday's tide has turned: everypurchase.
thing seems to be going your way! If
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Instead asked for advice or an opinion, resist
of harking hack to old grievance.. the urge to deliver a lecture.
learn to move on. Emphasize a Embrace a diet that is rich in fruits
graceful approach to life's inevitable and vegetable..
disappointments. Ascii(' saying.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright but restkss. apt to lose interest in
..hool unless steered into activities that will capture their imagination. Wise
parents will nurture thew youngsters' interest in the written word by reading
akIlid 111 them daily When assigiung household chores to these energetic
Gemini. try to make a game-oat of A. They love a challenge and will enjoy
tr, mg to heat the ohock. Multatalenhet int4.#11,1110.10.14,411%74!PA(4,r
great professional
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DEAR DR (OTT My father is 77
and sery actor both physically and
mentally Hoarser during the past
sear for about ti minutes at •time hr
has become disonented He cannot
remember isisat day it is or *hat hap
pened the pre% IOU? day He cannot
place familiar people or recent events
but he walks and talks normally We
answer his questions and assure him
he isill remember everything in a little
attar and he does Within an hour his
memory returns and he goes on with
his day He • had an MRI and other
testing There's no evidence of mini
strokes His doctor has no explanation
and only suggests one baby aspirin a
day 1Aliat's happening'
DEAR READER I if bet that your
father is. in fact. expenencing micro
emboli imini strokes that do not show
up on the 11RI test because they are
too small Apparently. his doctor
agrees with me, because he prescnbed
aspirin, which retards clotting and is
the treatment of choiceOver time, as your father expert
ences showers of mini strokes, his
brain will be affected His memory may

Sale atcasterisk

to test a

I during
I be on
eaction.

insulin/
the day,
'Cation/
cription

c camp

idsugar
aft

us) and
on
sunsc-

dayto

LOOKING BACK

not neturn and he il be less able to
lead an independent normal life
Therefore this situation should be
before
addressed immediatels
irreparable harm iiceurs
Ask your lather s doctor tor referral
to a neurologist Because most micro
emboli arise from arteriosclerotic
plaque within the carotid arteries in
the neck your father needs further
testing such as a Doppler ultrasound
or %IRA a test resembling an NRI that
checks only for circulation' to identity
the source of the clots II obstructions
in the carotid arteries are to blame
your father may require an operation
to remove them
What you haie described is I •u•
peel. the equisalent of a TIA ,transient
ischemic attack i during which parts of
the brain are temporarily devised of
oxygen This is a precursor to an actual
stroke which causes permanent dam
age Don't delay Get your father to a
neurologist
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Stroke Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus a
long, self addressed. stamped envelope
to PO Box 2433. Ness York. NY to163

I! Peter It Gott. M D.
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10 knocked oat power in Murray
rrvailvi sant rnr to &stied psncbourw'
S. boot Chapter of Future Fat
DEAR itt:thilt INridosine .sita (or 'boot 3) minutes. &Lording
niers of America and son of Mr
min BA is sttal lot sanous metabola to Msiffa) Ekv Ut Sucm Super
and Mrs V.
The intendent Ron L radeterood Neel
Is1.12uistort. has
reactions in the body
Recommended Daily Allowance is outages were also reported in the
been elected president of Ken
about:milligram. laver nuts wheat Dexter. Almo and Aurora areas
tuck) EVA at the 400 annual
germ and brown rove an- excellent nal
.onsention held at Louisville
Robert Trenholm. Ehl T of
oral sources or the sitarnin
Dve Ann I Mal, Lassa Keller.
Ik-spite the tact that pyndosuie is• Murray -Calloway County Ambu
conducted
CPR
Service
Ann
Brooks and Te:kla Farrell
lance
necessary component of • balanced
are new off kers of Creative Arts
diet the vitamin in 411,14.• s %MAU as 5 Classes for Explorer Post sot at
Deparonent/ Murray Woman's
nig can block the beneficial effects of the hospital
Sinemet • pre4cnption drug used to
61)1111 Morris Off received his
Club
treat the tnonors and muscular unbal Master of Disinity degree from
Births repotted in.lude a boy
ances of l'arlunson s disease
Southern Baptist Theological
to Ronald and Rogina Blackwood
Therefore sour pharmacist is cur Seminary. Louissille, on May 24
Baler. June 6
reel that sou should asoid taking sup
Karen Lynne Bailey and Danny
plemental pyridoxine On the other
There, 'ears ago
hand natural dietary sources do not Lynn Harlow were married April
-Operation Head Starr had
appear to neutralize the therapeutic 11 at Leawood Baptist Church,
Memphis. Tenn.
142 teachers from 12 counties
effects ot sinernet
7} 1{110•1 5.55%
Births reported include a girl to • present for
si. 111
week's training
Mr and Mrs Ridurd Cikkumb, stating June 7 at Murray State
June 6
DR. GOTT
College. according to Dr Don
Hunter, dean of the School of
Tweet, 'ears ago
Education at MSC
Calloway County Public
Mrs. Autumn Newport. Mrs
Library reached a milestone on John McCullough, Mrs Claude
June 10 when over 1,000 books Anderson and Mrs Res Hine are
were checked out during a single new officers of Women's Sok icty
day, according to Calloway of Christian Service of Haiel
County Public Librarian Margaret Methodist Chun:h.
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By The Associated Ness
Today is Monday, June 12. the 161rd day of 1995 There are 202
days left in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
On June 12, 1939. the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
was dedicated in Cooperstown, New York - on what was supposed
to have been the 100th anniversary of the day that the sport was
invented by Abner Doubleday. (However, few, if any, sports holt>.
nans believe that Doubleday deserves to be credited as baseballs
inventor.)
On this date:
In 1665. England installed a municipal government in New York,
formerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam,
In 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt a
Bill of Rights.
In 1838, the Iowa Territory was organized.
In 1898, Philippine nationalists declared independence from Spain.
In 1937. the Soviet Union executed eight army leaders as a purge
under Josef Stalin continued.
In 1963, civil rights leader Mcdgar Evers Was fatally shot in front
of his home in Jackson, Miss.
In 1963, one of Hollywood's costliest failures, "Cleopatra." starring Elizabeth Taylor. Richard Burton and Rex Harrison. premiered in
New York.
In 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down state laws prohibiting
interracial marriages.
In 1971, Tricia Nixon and Edward F. Cox were married in the
White House Rose Garden.
In 1978, David Berkowitz was sentenced to 25 years to life in prison for each of the six "Son of Sam" .44-caliber killings that had terrified New-Yorkers.
In 1979, 26-year-old cyclist Bryan Allen flew the man-powered
Gossamer Albatross across the English Channel.
In 1987, President Reagan publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev to "tear down" the Berlin Wall during a visit to
the western side of the Brandenburg Gate.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives voted to provide
527 million in humanitarian aid to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
Five years ago: In a speech to the Supreme Soviet legislature, GOV
bachcv cased his objection to a reunified Germany holding membership in NATO.
One year ago: Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman were
slashed to death outside her Los Angeles home; O.J. Simpson is being
tried for the killings. Rabbi Mcnachcm Sehnert-son. the charismatic
ultra-Orthodox Jewish leader, died in New York at age 92. At the
Tony Awards, •'Angels in America: Perestroika" won best play while
"Passion" won best musical.
Today's Birthdays: Banker David Rockefeller as 80. Actress Uta
Hagen is 76. Former President George Bush is 71. Singer Vic Damone
is 67. Actor-singer Jim Nabors is 63. JAL/ musician Chick Corea is 54.
Thought for Today: "Any coward can fight a battle when he's sure
of winning." - George Eliot, .English novelist (1819-1880).
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You are not alone in your feelings. with which I happen Ill
agree. Personally. I think the
cake•in-the-face tradition
anything but funny and ahould
be retired.
However, the significance
behind the cake-cutting ritual is
interesting. According tii t hiheiok "'Curious t .iiieteim," by lad
Tuleja ititoneaceng Press, 19.171:
"The cake-cutting at modern
weddings is a four-step comn
ritual that sustains masculine.
prerogative% in the very act of
supposedly subs erting them.
Until earl) in this century, the
bride cut the first slice of cake
herself, because of the belief, as
I.illian Eichler commented in
1924. that 'if anyone else cuts
into the cake first, the bride•ii
happiness and prosperity are
cut into.'
"Now, in the first step of th.comedy. the groom helps direct
the bride's hand - it as mbeilic
demonstration of male control
that was unnec nnnnn) in the
days of more tractable women
She accepts this gesture and, as
a further proof of subiniass%e
news, performs the sec-end atep
of the ritual, offering him the
first bite of cake. the guatatory
equivalent of her body, which
he will have the right to 'partake of later.
"In the third step. the master•
servant relationship is temporarily upset, as the bride- mis
chievously pushes the cake into
her new husband's face, leaving
him with a chin full of icing
Significantly, this act of revolt
is performed in a childish faxh•
Ion, and the groom is able to
endure it without losing fai
because it ironically demon
•trate• hi. superiority: Ili,
bride is an imp needing supervision.
"That the bride herself
accepts this view of things is
demonstrated in the ritual's
final step, in which she wipes
the goo apologetically from his
taco. This brings the play beck
to the beginning, so she is once
again obedient to hi• wiser
is

judgment. Thus the entire
tableau may be men as a dramatisation of potential marital tensions and • theatrical resolu-

tion of the tensions in favor of
the dominance of the male."
•••

DEAR ABBY I am in second
grade My teacher couldn't answer
this question for me. and neither
could my mons. so I'm hoping you
can help me
If someone has a "Jr after hia
nuns,does the middle name always
haw to be the same? Lilts, doss Ken
R. &Why Jr. have the ems middle
name as his father? Thank you for
your help.
TY= WEISE,

ALBERT LEA.MINN
.D4A4 mot Y.. 11,1,ordor
to beit'Junler%"• boy‘tiseine
must be mac* the same sis his
tether's.
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B.C. Dodd

Mrs. Gertrude 0. Youngerrnan

•

Mn. Gain,* 0 Yoneserman. $6. Murray. deed Saturday. Jaw W.
PIK at 1110 p
at Murray Calloway Comity Hospital
A farmer businesswounaa in Murray. she was a member 04 Wesuide
HaplISS Church
She was seamed Feb 21. I910. to A L Yoeniernsas who died
April 9. 1917 Barn Feb 22. 1909 in Calloway County, sbe was the
daughter al the late Alva. G Outland sad Lewis McAnally Outland
Survivors include one daughter. Ms Mary Yoongaman. Snow
Camp. N C o SOIL Jobs YOIONSItflTUIR and wife. Milli. Murray. one
sister. Mn Geneva Brcrirafield and husband. Ray. Murray. two granddaughters. Lisa Tidwell. Durham. N C. and Margot Tidwell. Pittsboro. NC.
The funeral will be today at 2 p m in the chapel of Blalo.kColonel, Funeral Home The Rev Glynn On and the Re. Randolph
Allen will officiate Burial will follow in Murray City Cemeter)
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite chanty

Mrs. Carol J. Smith
Mrs Carol) Smith. 56. Rt 4. Murray. died Sunday. June 11. 1995.
at 12 10 p.m at University Hospital. Knoxville Her death was from
intunes sustained in a traffic accident.
She was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ. Born Sept. 2ti.
1938. in Cumberland County. she was the daughter of Cecilia Reece
Smith and the late Floyd Smith
Survivors include her husband. Haskell Smith. to whom she was
married on March 15, 1957. two daughters. Mrs. Janet Cook Henley
and husband. Don. Maryville, Tenn. and Anita Smith. Rt. 4, Murray:
two sons. Lewis Smith. Murray, and Tommy Smith. San Antonio.
Texas: two grandchildren. Kacie Cook. Mary.ille, Tenn.. and Enc
Smith. Austin, Texas: her mother. Mrs Cecilia Smith, Mt. Washingion; four SISICIS, MIS Shlfky Hart. Louis.ille. Mrs. Frances Kypke.
Carmichael, Calif.. Mrs. CU11111e Anton. Sheperds.ille. and Mrs. Gayle
Burke. Fairfield. Texas. three brothers, Darrell Smith. Macon. Ga..
Charles Smith. Mt. Washington. and Mitchell Smith. Sheperdsvillc.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements
•

Mrs. Lucille Shelton
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lucille Shelton were Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Horne of Murray The Rev. Charles
Anderson and the Rev John Denham officiated. Music was by Bobbie
Burkecn and Juanita Lee
Pallbearers were Larry Harris. Windsor Tripp. 1371CS Ross. Willie
Dick. Joe Wilkerson. Dak Campbell and Garb in Phillips. Burial was
in Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs Shelton. 8.4. South Sixth Street. Murray, died Thursday. June
8. 1495. at 6 05 a m at her home Her husband. Hassell Shelton. died
Dec. 12. 1979

Frank L. Dalton
Funral rites for Frank L. Dalton were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J H Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons officiated.
kirs. Oneida White was organist.
Pallbearers were Will D. Thornton. Tommy Carroll, Fred Pogue.
Carl Dalton. Paul A. Lassiter and Clarence Bolen. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens with Masonic ntcs by members of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons at the gravesne.
Mr. Dalton. 85. Murray. died Fnday. June 9. 1995. at 1 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Support
Group at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Charles Richard Salmon
Services for (harks Richard Salmon were Saturday at 5 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Pans. Term. Larry Salmon
officiated.
Pallbearers were Albert Anderson. Jack Gillespie. Jimmy Williams,
Roland Parkhill. Henry Watson and Gene Moore. Bunal was in
Maplewood Cemetery. Pans.
Mr. Salmon. 72, Forrest Heights, Pans. Tenn., died Thursday. June
9. 1995. at his home.
Survivors include two sons. Larry Salmon and wife. Ann. Murray,
and William Alkn (Bill) Salmon and wife, Vicky, Goodlettsville.
Tenn.. one sister. Mrs. Dorothy, O'Donnell, and one brother, Jimmy
Salmon: three grandchildren, Allen. Melissa and Richard Salmon, all
of Goodlettsville.

Mrs. Ella Arko Jones
Mrs Ella Arko Jones. 93. Paducah, died Friday. June 9. 1995, at
2 15 p.m. at her home.
She received her bachelor of science degree in education from Murray State University at the age of 60. She taught for 24 years in
McCracken County and for five years in Unity School District in Illinois. She was a member of First Baptist Church, Paducah, PaducahMcCracken County Retired Teachers Association and Kentucky
Retired Teachers Association.
Her husband. Boyce E. Jones, one sister. Mrs. Rhoda Morris, and
one brother, Purdom Outland, preceded her in death. Born in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Bun Outland and Alice
Willoughby Outland.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Joella Johnson and Ms.
Juanita Jones. Paducah; three grandchildren. Randa Pendergrass and
Cindy Nance. Paducah, and Terri Collins, Minneapolis, Minn.; eight
great-grandchildren: two great-great-grandchildren; a sister-in-law,
MIS. Katie Outland. Murray.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Paducah.
The Rev. Kevin McCallon, the Rev. Robert Kersey and the Rev. Bobby Bragg officiated. Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery in Calloway
County.

Larry 1 Dunn, 53, Olive Street, Murray. died Saturday. June 10.
1995, at 6 a.m. at his home. Has death followed an extended illness
He had been a teacher of art at Calloway County High School until
his illness. He received his Master's degree from Murray State University. He was a member and former deacon of University Church of
Christ, a member of Murray Civitan Club, and a Kentucky Colonel.
Born Aug. 13, 1941, in Calloway County. he was the son of Pre'
mice Dunn and Lillian Vaughn Dunn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Williams Dunn. to whom
he was married on Aug. 14, 1963: two daughters. Mrs. Cindy Knight
arid husband. Jay. and Lori Dunn. one granddaughter, Kelsce Knight,
and his parents. Prentice and Lillian Dunn, all of Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Linda Fain and husband, Jackie, Rt. 2, Murray: one niece, Candice Fain, and one nephew, Marc Fain.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Hollis C. Miller and/Tim Pounders will officiate. Singing will be by University Church of Christ singers.
Pallbearers will be Joe Green, Nick Horton, Lary Knight. Charles
Edwin Stubblefield, Freed Curd, Tip Curd, Billy Rue Nix and Otis
Elkins, active. Members of Murray Civitan Club and Deacons and
Elders of University Church of Christ will serve as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

HOG MARKET

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg........+30.78
DJ1A Previous Close..-.-.4423.99
• Air Products...-._.--..531/4 • s/s
50s/s • 1/6
A T&
• s/s
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.-- 351/3 • Ns
Bristol Myers Squibb......67 • 1/s
Corp. Ky.•.-201/213 211/4A
CBT
4$
'
+
Chrysler
Dean Foods.........._.......27I4 I.
ink
293/s unc
Ford
General Electrk.......-..361/4 + sa
General Motors-.-..._..46s/s • 1/4
• I/2
• SI4
Goodyear
I B
Ingersoll Rand--------383/s •

Mrs. Della Gleason
Funeral rites for Mrs. Della Gleason will be today at 1:30 p.m. at
St. John Missionary Baptist Church. The Rev. Norris Mills will officiate. Music will be by Ida Perry and the Church Choir.
Pallbearers will be ides Jackson, George Kinley, Fred Johnson,
Jamie Johnson and Ordrain Perry, active; Opal Thorpe, Perry Johnson
and Eddie Brandon. honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Gleason, 94, Murray, died Friday at 3:40 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.

Memorial services for Roby
Gus Grogan will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
William B. Miller will officiate.
His ashes will then be scattered
from a boat upon the waters of
Kentucky Lake in the Newburg
area of Calloway County, his former home, which was his request.
Mr. Grogan, 59, Castra Valley,
Calif., died July 10, 1994, at
Stanford University Medical Center. Castra Valley.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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THE UNITED WE STAND AMERICA: MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
CHAPTER WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU THE TAXPAYER TO
CONSIDER THE FOLLQWING INFORMATION;
PROJECTED FIGURES: COSTS AND REVENUE

FOR

A NEW

JAIL IN

CALLO WAY COUNTY'

PROJECTED COST OF 110 BED JAIL
(PROJECTION BY CONSULTANTS HIRED BY THE FISCAL COURT)
OVERALL COST OF CONSTRUCTING & EQUIPPING 110 BED JA1L---$3,876,686.00
ANNUAL COST
ANNUAL AMORTIZATION PAYMENTS
ANNUAL OPERATIONAL COSTS

$311,075.00
528,750.00

TOTAL PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS

$839,825.00

PROJECTED REVENUES FROM
),,ront I, wail chaioloor
•. ALK
I +4111,

MSSSU II
S21311- VA 1111
SUMS S:14-34
SIC1113321.1111
$22.M1-23.N

Investments Since 1854.

Mrs. Mary Nell Sirls Peters, 63, Santa Cruz, Calif., died there May
29, 1995. She was a native of Murray.
Her husband, Daniel M. Peters of Oxnard, Calif., preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Victor Sirls of Benton and
Duel Tucker Sirls of Murray.
Survivors include her stepmother, Mrs. Beulah Sirls, Benton; one
daughter, Charyl A. King, Santa Cruz; five sons, C. Steven Melkonian
and Larry R. Melkonian, Havelock, N.C., Michael N. Peters, Ojai,
Calif., James B. Peters, San Luis Obispo, Calif., and Matthew R.
Peters, Oxnard, Calif.: 13 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Memorial service will be July 8, 1995, in Oxnard, Calif.

Roby Gus Grogan

S•olos
US 1.2 rano I.
LS 1.3 MONO a.
LS 53 NSW Pis
LS 1.3 52$ anI op 1bl
CS 1.3 3I5-300 a.
Nan 11211.1111.121.1111

Folderol-SIAN 1,4&rtel Rees Swim is.. II. INN
Looftecloy hydro" Aris Rog Mark& Invert lacloodos
Sanas Stators topreepic Ad. &I ft. NS llornow &
CAA SI Weer Sows de* is 311 Wow.
S37.34-313.1111
LS 1.2 ISSN/
3.1404.37&I
LS 1-2 2104311W
1,33.11.3735
IS 13 2313140 a.
$34.111.37
IS 1.1 255.375 lbs

Mrs. Mary Nell Sirls Peters

Mrs. Katie M. Chapman
The funeral for Mrs. Katie M. Chapman was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Parvin Hall,
the Rev. Randolph Allen and the Re.. Larry Duffer officiated. Music
was by Pam Trcas and Libby Conley.
Pallbearers were David Dugger. Tam Dugger, Aaron Duggcr, Ed
Morgan. Roger Gust and John Gust, active; Jerry Conley, Steve Treas.
Tony Riss, Art Stephens and Brent Evans, honorary. Burial was in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mn. Chapman. 84,, Murray, died Friday, June 9. 1995, at 2:04 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Minnie Bell Taylor, Waynesboro.
Va.; five grandchildren, Mrs. Pat Gust and husband. Roger. Murray.
Timothy Mark McManama. Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Wanda Gail
Somme, Tony Martin McManama and Christopher Owen McManama.
Richmond. Va . four great-grandchildren, David Allen Dugger.
Timothy Ray Nigger. Charles Aaron Dugger. and James Edward Morpa Jr.. and three great-great-grandchildren, Adam Ray Dugger, Shays. Gayle Mater and Joshua Kennedy. a.. of Murray

Larry J. Dunn

BC Dodd. 100. died today. Jaw 12. 1993. at 12:11 &AIL at Brookheves Mining Home. Puryear, Tens.
A retired fanner, he was a member of Green Plain Church of Mist.
Born July IS. 1194. in Doctor County. Tennessee, he was the son of
the late Albert M. Dodd and Elizabeth Pnicbeu Dodd.
Preceding hint in death were His wife. Mrs. Sala Mae Collins
Dodd. in 1917; one soh. Stanley A Dodd. in 1973; his son-us-law.
1 H Nis, in 1913; and three brothers. Albert Logan Dodd. Charles
Bedford Dodd and Berne Earnest Dodd.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Auche Mae Dodd Nis,)i4urray; one granddaughter. Mrs. Betty Ann Nis Pauerson and husband.
Dewey. two great-grandchildren. Mike Patterson and wife.-"Shannon.
and Cheryl Hill and husband. Paul. and four great-veat-granckluldren,
all of Orlando. Fla.
1.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

110 BED JAIL

PAYMENTS FOR STATE PRISONERS (60)
PAYMENTS TO COUNTY FROM STATE (95-96 BUDGET)
COUNTY ALLOCATION TO JAIL FUND (95-96 BUDGET)
REVENUE FROM $.08 AD VALOREM TAX (1994 EST.)

$491,217.00
108,097.00
500,000.00
601,000.00

TOTAL ANTICIPATED ANNUAL REVENUE

$1,700,314.00

IF TOTAL ANTICIPATED ANNUAL REVENUE IS
AND TOTAL ANTICIPATED ANNUAL COST IS

$1,700,314.00
839,825.00

Darren Howard

753-4736

THEN A SURPLUS WILL EXIST EACH YEAR IN THE AMOUNT OF

$860,489.00

IF THIS MONEY MATERIALIZES, WHERE IS THE FISCAL
COURT'S PROJECTED PLAN FOR SPENDING THE
SURPLUS AND ON WHAT PRIORITY ITEMS???

•

ALL FOURES ARE TAKEN FROIA DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE UICIER THE OPEN RECORDS LAW AND IN THE POSSESSION OF THE
'
CALLOWAY COUNTY F ISCAL COURT F CURE S WE RE COMPILED BY KATHY I YONS OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY ASSOCIAT ION OF
CONCERNED CITIZENS MAY 7 10135

DIRECTORS/MEMBERS OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY CHAPTER OF UNITED WE STAND AMERICA

Give Him A
Gift From Dad's
Favorite Store!

DAVID ROOS., CHM.
JOHN BOVER
JOSEPH C. BALLARD
JOHN H. YOUNG
EDSEL PROCTOR
DAN RODDEN
EUPLE E. WARD
CAROLINE RODDEN .

ROBERT S. HOPKINS
J.P. WARD
JOHN W. KING
ROBERT H. BRIGHT
DALE R. BROERINGMEYER
DONALD KELLER
LOIS & JIM WILCOX
JOE IACKINNEY

.ECIAL Pf10,JECsT'- 0ESERVE'VS
HE TAxPA4rAS 06-ARE TO"FUCE4HIS SP
SHOWN ALL THE PLANS FOR SPENDING BEFORE WE ARE SOCKED
WITH A TAX INCREASE'
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